


ABSTRACT
Three Dimensional Engineered Structures from Graphene Oxide

Atomic Layers

by
Soumya Vinod

Two dimensional atomic layered materials have gained much attention due to thefascinating physical phenomenon seen in them. However to be utilized for directapplications, there is a need to build three dimensional structures that can combinethe intrinsic properties of the 2D material with the novel behavior that originatesfrom assembly of the macroscopic architecture. Graphene has been the most studied2D material owing to its unique structure and properties. Graphene Oxide (GO)which is graphene with oxygenated species has emerged in prominence due to theexciting properties it has to offer from combination of layered structure andfunctionalities present. GO is a major precursor utilized in creating variouscarbonaceous materials. In this work, GO is used as the fundamental unit in buildingfoam, paper and composite with detailed analysis of their formation and properties.Chapter 1 discusses the emergence of 2D materials, the popularity of graphenebased materials and their use as building blocks for creating 3D structures. Theadvantage of GO to be used as precursor in developing 3D materials are reviewed. In



Chapter 2, unique structural formation of a foam from the interaction of GO andhexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is investigated. Electron microscope imaging andmechanical characterization provide insights into the formation and the mechanicalresponse of the foam. The novel orderly stacked layered architecture demonstratesenhanced mechanical strength and structural stability. In Chapter 2, free standingGO film is synthesized and the mechanical behavior based on sliding of layers isstudied. A strain rate dependent plasticity where the GO film behavior transitionsfrom brittle to ductile with decrease in strain rate is observed. Chapter 3 exploresGO as a substitute for epoxies towards synthesizing thermally conducting epoxies.The interactions of the epoxy functional groups in GO with polymercaptan basedhardener forms a resin that provides high thermal stability and adhesion betweensurfaces. This elevates GO as the main constituent in the epoxy system andeliminates its limitation as a filler material. Chapter 5 summarizes the findings andreviews challenges associated with building controlled macroscopic architecturefrom 2D fundamental units followed by future advancement directions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nanomaterials research is a fast growing area with strong impact on almostall sectors of life(1–15). The applications range from high performance electronicdevices to superhydrophobic surfaces(15–25). The advances in synthesis andcharacterization techniques have enabled improved understanding of differentnanomaterials and their intriguing properties. This catapulted them into thecommercial industry where now they find use in electronics, energy storage,coatings, structural composites, biomedical and water treatment areas (5, 13, 14,
26–36). The biggest advantage of having materials in nanodimension is thepossibility of tailoring them and engineering structures from them to suit the enduser needs. There are hundreds of nanomaterials that have emerged and a veryefficient way of classifying them is based on their dimensionality. Nanomaterialsexist in zero dimensional (0D), one dimensional (1D) and two dimensional (2D)forms(37–49). Quantum dots, hollow spheres and nanolenses mainly constitute the0D class of materials (37). Nanotubes, nanorods, nanobelts, nanowires that are 1Dmaterials have received much attention both scientifically and commercially(26, 50–
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56). Recently the interest has mainly shifted to 2D materials that exhibit exceptionalunforeseen properties (57–61). Their properties are very sensitive to shape andgeometry and are considered ideal nanobuilding blocks for creating structures anddevices(62, 63). Contrived architecture development is critical to integratenanocomponents to macroscopic systems. The key requirement is to preserve theunique physical properties present in 2D form but could be expanded to largerdimension with controlled engineering.

1.1. Two Dimensional Materials

Although studies on 2D materials date back to 19th Century, it was believedaccording to classical physics theory that, materials will be thermodynamicallyunstable in 2D form due to thermal lattice fluctuations (64). The development ofmore sophisticated spectroscopic techniques revealed layered structures inmaterials such as graphite but still their isolation into atomic layers was solely asubject of theoretical study. Therefore the groundbreaking report by Novoselov andGeim on the discovery of graphene in 2004 became a landmark in materialsscience(65, 66). The huge interest in the area of 2D materials was due to the novelproperties they exhibit when pushed to their physical limits (67). The exceptionalelectronic, optical and mechanical properties of graphene were ideal for addressingthe needs of the modern era technological growth. With graphene providing theexperimental evidence on the existence of 2D materials, it triggered interest in othermaterials that could exist in 2D form too. While graphene was conductor with zeroband gap, the other 2D materials of interest had insulating (boron nitride) and



3
semiconducting (transition metal dichalcogenides) properties(58, 61, 68, 69).Several theoretical and experimental studies were conducted on hexagonal boronnitride (h-BN) which has layered structure with in-plane hexagonal lattice similar tographene(70–78). The drastic change in the bandgap when confined to atomicdimensions made transition metal dichalcogenides a major focus area ofresearchers in novel device fabrication. The number of publications in the area of 2Dmaterials has seen a marked increase with graphene leading the way (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1 Publication record for various 2D materials [Adapted from Ref 67].

2D materials are single atom layer thick materials as seen in Figure 1.2. Thestable single layers are usually formed by van der Waals solids where the ionically
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or covalently bonded layers are separated in along the z axis by van der Waals forcewhich is relatively weak and allows exfoliation of these layers (57, 69). The intensiveresearch on 2D materials after the discovery of graphene have shown that theselayers can be isolated using different techniques such as mechanical exfoliationusing scotch tape or chemical exfoliation in solvents.  Epitaxial growth is also usedas bottom up approach in creating pristine single layered structures.

Figure 1.2 Schematic representation of two dimensional atomic layered materials
[Adapted from Ref 69].

1.2. Graphene and its derivatives

Carbon nanomaterials have always been an integral part of nanomaterialscommunity owing to its sterling properties in the form of electrical conductivity,thermal conductivity and mechanical strength(16, 17, 29, 79–83). The mostinteresting fact about carbon is that it can exhibit very different properties indifferent forms. It exists in nature as diamond which is the hardest bulk materialknown and at the same time as graphite which is rather soft material (84).Nanomaterials from carbon offer very unique properties based on their structureand the arrangement of atoms. The allotropes of carbon in different
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dimensionalities are shown in Figure 1.3. In 1985, the first synthetic allotrope ofcarbon in the form of fullerene was discovered for which Robert E.Curl, RichardE.Smalley and Sir Harold W. Kroto were awarded Nobel prize. Fullerenes had aspherical polyhedral structure constituted by hexagons and pentagons with carbonatoms arranged at corners (85). The fascinating properties of the material impliedthe possibilities of devising new arrangement and structure that could generateabsolutely unforeseen properties(86–89). While fullerene was 0D form of carbon,the 1D allotrope in the form of carbon nanotube (CNT) also kept unraveling theintriguing behavior in specific geometry (90). CNTs exist as single wall nanotubes(SWNT) that are made from walls of single atomic layer of sp2 carbon and multi wallnanotubes (MWNT) made of concentric cylinders(26, 27, 91–93). Even after thediscovery of fullerene and CNT, graphene which is 2D carbon allotrope, remained asa theoretical concept. Graphene is one atomic layer isolated from graphite structurewhich is constituted by sp2 hybridized carbon atoms arranged in hexagonallattice(65, 94). Although theoretically 2D materials were well studied, it wasbelieved that experimentally they cannot exist due to thermodynamic instability(66, 95–99). The electronic structure of isolated graphite monolayer was studiedfrom 1947 and the term graphene was first used in 1962 by Boehm (100). Howeverit was only decades later isolation of a single atomic layer with considerable lateralsize was experimentally demonstrated using scotch tape method that marked a newstep in the world of 2D materials (66, 101–104)
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A new revolution in the materials world began as now it was proven that theelectronic properties and structure of a single atomic layer is stable. Nobel prize wasawarded to Geim and Novoselov for this path breaking discovery.

Figure 1.3 Carbon materials in different dimensionalities [Adapted from Ref 66].

With entry of graphene, there was a tremendous growth in nanomaterialsresearch with a stupendous rise in literature. Scientists and researchers wereactively involved in growth techniques using mechanical exfoliation, epitaxialgrowth and chemical exfoliation and understanding the properties(101–106). Thehigh electron mobility of graphene in the range of 15,000 cm2V-1s-1 held it as ahighly promising material for electronics application (104). The mechanical andchemical properties of graphene further expanded its potential areas of application
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and it gained popularity in the fields of electronic devices, multifunctionalcomposites, sensors and energy storage systems(107–110).Though a lot of research focused on developing pristine graphene, in parallel,scientists were trying to tweak properties of graphene by distorting the structurewith additional of chemical groups(111–120). The insolubility of graphene, tendencyto restack through π-π interactions, limited catalytic activity and zero bandgap aresome of the reasons to introduce chemical modifications to the structure. Selectivefunctionalization of graphene increases its solubility in various solvents and thechange in hybridization of carbon atoms imparts tunable bandgap that is requiredfor electronic and optical applications. Different approaches of functionalizinggraphene to increase its reactivity and processability have been adopted in the pastand fluorination, hydrogenation and oxygenation are highly adopted covalentfunctionalization techniques (121–123). This change in the structure of graphenebrings dramatic changes to properties and can be used to suit the need of specificapplications (121). In hydrogenation, the carbon atoms in graphene change from sp2to sp3 hybridization and elongate the C-C bond(124–126). The reaction of hydrogenwith graphene occurs on both basal planes. In a fully hydrogenated graphene all Catoms are covalently bonded to H atom. Hydrogenation alters the electronic andoptical properties depending on its degree and even leads to interesting magneticproperties. The surface roughness also increases considerably and increase inelasticity is also observed. Fluorinated graphene, although similar to hydrogenatedgraphene, has a stronger C-F binding strength compared to C-H (127–129).Theoretically fluorinated graphene is expected to be insulating. The optical
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properties can be controlled by varying the degree of fluorination (130–133).However the most popular functional derivative of graphene is graphene oxide thatis formed by oxidation of graphene. The following section discusses in detail thestructure, synthesis and properties of graphene oxide.

1.3. Graphene Oxide

Graphene Oxide (GO) as mentioned before is a derivative of graphene and iswidely used for chemical synthesis of graphene(103, 134–139). It has graphenelayers with various oxygen functionalities attached to the edges and basalplanes(140–146). Both GO and graphene are layered carbon nanomaterials and canbe isolated to monolayers. The pure sp2 hybridized lattice of graphene changes to acombination of sp2 and sp3 hybridized carbon atoms due to the presence of thesefunctional groups (147). A well acknowledged structural model of GO is given inFigure 1.4. The degree of oxidation is dependent on the reaction method andsynthesis conditions (148). This change in structure and interlayer spacing hasprofound effects on the properties of GO when compared to graphene.
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Figure 1.4 Structural model for GO containing hydroxyl, epoxy ,ketone functional
groups [Adapted from Ref 146].

1.3.1. GO synthesis methods

The synthesis of GO dates back to 19th century when B. C. Brodie, a Britishchemist, used potassium chlorate and fuming nitric acid on graphite(149). Brodie,Staudenmeir and Hummer’s methods have been the most commonly used methodsfor synthesis of GO (140). Brodie named the material graphic acid as it was notdispersible in acidic media even though it was in aqueous media. His goal was todetermine the exact molecular weight of the material which he failed to find.Brodie’s method was improved by L. Staudenmeir in which he used sulfuric acid andchlorate was added at multiple times rather than single addition(150, 151).Although there was no marked difference in the degree of oxidation obtained, thesynthesis process was simplified as now everything could be done in single reactionvessel. Six decades later, Hummers and Offeman used a new method that involvedoxidizing graphite using potassium permanganate (KMnO4), sodium nitrate (NaNO3)and concentrated sulfuric acid (H2SO4)(152). The active species in the reaction is
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however, diamanganese heptoxide which is formed by the reaction between H2SO4and KMnO4. It becomes more reactive above 550 C and is the reason why thereaction is maintained at a higher temperature. Hummer’s method serves as thebase of the other recent GO synthesis methods that have evolved from it. In the late1990’s modified Hummer’s method was developed by Kovtyukhova where the stepsfollowed in Hummer’s method was preceded by pretreating graphite using sulfuricacid, potassium sulfate and phosphorous pentoxide around 800C and leaving themixture for several hours(140) . The pretreatment step was done to ensure properexpansion of graphite before the real oxidation step that can enhance the degree ofoxidation(140, 151). With the discovery of graphene and its increased use forvarious applications, there was a lot of focus on synthesizing in large quantitieswhich naturally brought chemically derivation methods into prominence. GO beganto be considered a precursor for producing graphene via thermal or chemicalreduction and a lot of interest was generated in simplifying the synthesis processand achieving monolayer exfoliation. Improved method developed by Tour group atRice University did not include sodium nitrate or phosphorus pentoxide in thesynthesis process but added phosphoric acid (153) . This method achieved greaterdegree of oxidation and evolved less toxic gases. GO used in this thesis work hasbeen synthesized using the improved method and the detailed process is explainedin section 1.5.1. The improved method was found to have higher degree ofoxidation and larger flakes compared to Hummer’s and modified Hummer’s method.Schematic representation of the synthesis processes by Hummer’s, modifiedHummer’s and improved method is shown in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.5 Schematic representation of Hummer’s, modified Hummer’s and
improved method for GO synthesis [ Adapted from Ref 153].

1.3.2. Structural models

The different synthesis approaches of GO and the wide variations occurringfrom changes in oxidizing conditions has led to much ambiguity in determining thestructure of GO(154–156). Even with all the analytical tools, determining thestoichiometry of functionalities in GO has remained a challenge. The structure of GOis considered highly dependent on the oxidative method adopted for the synthesis.Comparative studies conducted on GO structure from different oxidation techniquesindicated higher degree of oxidation when permanganate is used as a reactant. Thedifferent structural models that have been proposed are shown in Figure 1.6.  Theearly Hofmann model suggested oxygen is bound to C atoms through epoxidelinkages (157). The net molecular formula suggested was C2O. Ruess model
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proposed a more distorted carbon sheet constituted by linked cyclohexane chairs(158). This was the first time hydrogen was considered in the model and has sincebeen modified by Scholz-Boehm. This also introduced sp3 hybridized systeminstead of the sp2 hybridized carbon atoms used in Hofmann model. According toRuess model, a quarter of the cyclohexanes had epoxides in 1, 3 positions withhydroxylation in the 4 position. The Scholz - Boehm model completely eliminatesthe epoxide and ether groups while suggesting the presence of ketone groups incorrugated carbon layers (159). In Nakajima and Matsuo model, two carbon layerswere linked through out of the plane sp3 hybridized carbon bonds with the presenceof carbonyl and hydroxyl groups (160). The proposed model had a lattice structurevery similar to poly (dicarbon monofluoride) that has an intermediate stage ofgraphite intercalation compound. Nakajima and Matsuo analyzed the mechanismsinvolved in different steps of GO which have proved very valuable for understandingthe chemistry of the material. The most widely accepted model in recent years is theLerf-Klinowski model which was based on Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)spectroscopy (161). This model defines GO structure formed by sp2 hybridizedcarbon atoms and a second region of oxygenated sp3 hybridized carbon atoms. Inthis model, hydroxyl and epoxide functional groups are attached to the basal planeand carboxylic acids are expected to be present on the edges. The harsh oxidizingconditions results in increased defects and smaller flake size. The model was basedon the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy of GO where they prepareda series of GO derivatives and analyzed individual structural features based on thereactivity of the sample. The three resonant peaks obtained in 13C NMR spectrum at
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60ppm, 70ppm and 130 ppm were assigned to tertiary alcohols, epoxy groups andmixture of alkenes respectively. Their experiments also suggested the major factorin the stacked layer structure of GO interlayer as hydrogen bonding throughalcohols and epoxides. Since isolated double bonds are hard to survive under theharsh oxidizing conditions used in GO synthesis, Leif and Klinowski suggested thedouble bonds to be aromatic or conjugated. Although the model is the widely usedin contemporary GO research, some minor modifications have been suggested.Ajayan research group found the presence of 5 and 6 membered lactol rings on thelayers and presence of esters of tertiary alcohols (146). This however does not alterthe presence of epoxide and tertiary alcohols on the basal planes. The mostsignificant change in the structure was proposed in the Dekany model which inludesfeatures from Ruess and Scholz-Boehm models(157, 162). The model has quinonegroups occupying the corrugated hexagon ribbons and trans-linked cyclohexylregions functionalized with tertiary alcohols and 1, 3 ethers. The acidity of GO wasexplained by including additional phenol groups in the structure.
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Figure 1.6 Different structural models suggested for GO [ Adapted from Ref 151].

1.3.3. Properties

The defects from oxygen functionalities and disruption in the sp2 latticemakes GO electrically insulating. However, reduction of GO can restore the π- πnetwork and thereby increase the conduction of electrons (163, 164). The materialafter reduction is called reduced graphene oxide (rGO) rather than graphene as thestructure cannot be restored to pristine graphene from GO. Originally the focus wason using GO as precursor for synthesizing large scale graphene. However the uniquestructure and chemical characteristics of GO has instigated research in detailedinvestigation of the material and understanding the properties. The oxygenatedgroups in GO increases the interlaying spacing to anywhere from 6-12Å dependingon moisture absorbed. GO is readily dispersible in water due to the hydrophilicity
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generated by surface functionalities. They can be exfoliated via ultrasonication intomono/few layers in water. Dispersibility of GO is dependent on the degree ofoxidation and polarity of the solvent. Figure 1.7 adapted from Ref 140 showsdispersibility of GO in various solvents. The dispersibility of GO insolvents and theincreased interaction with various compounds is a major advantage for using themin developing monolith and hybrid multifunctional materials.

Figure 1.7 Digital images of GO dispersed in various solvents where top images
show dispersions immediately after sonication and bottom images show dispersions

after allowing to stand for 3 weeks[Adapted from Ref 140].

An interesting fact about GO structure is the presence of both hydrophilicand hydrophobic part that makes it an amphiphile (165–167). While the carboxylgroups at the edges constitute the hydrophilic part, the hydrophobicity arises fromthe graphitic domains. This expects GO to have increased interfacial interactions tominimize the interfacial energy. The surface reactions of GO with water monitoredusing a technique called Brewster angle microscopy indicated only low amounts of
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GO on the surface of a freshly prepared unperturbed GO dispersion(166, 167). Thiswas assumed to be from the slow diffusion of GO sheets that was improved bybubbling of gases providing proof for the surface activity of GO. GO has increasedaffinity to organic solvents as well which is discernible from the Pickering emulsionsit forms with them. Experiment with toluene-GO water system showed GO beingattracted to the oil-water interface and stabilizing the oil droplets in the process.The Pickering emulsions formed by GO are highly pH dependent where at high pHthe carboxyl groups gets charged and increases the hydrophilicity forming only fewemulsion drops. With decrease in pH protonation of GO happens making it moreamphiphilic and more emulsion drops are formed (Figure 1.8). The process isreversible and the GO sheets can be retracted from water-oil interface back toaqueous phase by increasing the pH again.
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Figure 1.8 The interfacial reaction of GO in in water and water-oil biphase system
(a) GO adhering to surface of rising bubbles and that increases the density of GO at

air-water interface (b) BAM showing GO at surface before (left) and after(right)
bubbling (c) the reversible protonation and charging of carboxylic acid groups in
GO (d-g) GO sheets in aqueous phase and oil-water interface depending on pH

[Adapted from Ref 165].

The amphilicity of GO also steered interest in prospects of assembling GOsheets at interfaces using Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique(168–173). Spreadingthe GO dispersion on a surface leads to formation of monolayered GO sheets at theoil-water interface. It is a very effective technique used for making GO thin films oftunable thickness.  In 2D form, electrostatic repulsion between edges of adjacent GOsheets is the dominating force which increases the dispersibility on water surface.The GO sheets are held flat without any considerable deformation by the surfacetension of water. The amphiphilicity of GO is size dependent as expected from theconfinement of hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions at the edges and center
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respectively. With the reduction in the size of GO sheets, the edge to area ratioincreases making it more hydrophilic. This is the reason for the sinking of smallerGO sheets in water while larger flakes float on the surface. The size dependence isobserved in water-oil interface as well where emulsion drops are formed by largerflakes (174). The higher charge density in smaller sized GO sheets creates morestable colloidal dispersions (175).

The functionalities in GO allows tuning of properties and also in reacting withother materials for creating composites. GO is also being studied for its catalyticactivity and in electronics, energy storage and composites due to the unique set ofproperties it brings from the intriguing structure it possess(160, 165).
1.4. Graphene based engineered structures

Although nanomaterials exhibit fascinating properties that could beexploited for multitude of applications, the real challenge lies in integrating them tomacroscale platforms. The extreme dimension that is the fundamental reason forthe exciting behavior itself is the hurdle to be used for real world applications. Thislead to the interest in building tailored 3D and engineered architecture that canpreserve the properties of nanomaterials but at the same time allows extending intomacroscopic system(176–180). Moreover, creating 3D structures using nanoscaleelements allow tailoring of properties by integrating specific elements in favorableproportions. Although a wide range of nano-sized elements in differentdimensionalities can be used, the fascinating physical phenomena in materials at
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atomic layer thicknesses make 2D materials such as graphene, boron nitride andtransition metal dichalcogenides extremely attractive building blocks formacroscopic multilayer assemblies. The ultimate property of the 3D material isgoverned by the structural arrangement of the nanocomponents and their chemicalnature. Among the different 2D materials, excellent electrical, thermal andmechanical properties of graphene combined with the reactive edges that allowsfunctionalization makes it the most widely used material in creating 3D engineeredstructures(181–184). Various approaches have been used in the past for creatinggraphene based macrostructures.

1.4.1. Template assisted method

3D graphene developed using template assisted method usually possesswell-defined morphology. Template directed CVD method can produce high qualitygraphene with 3D interconnected network (185, 186). This method is used forapplications requiring fast electron transport and high electrical conductivity. CVDgrowth of graphene on porous nickel foam results in the continuous growth ofgraphene encapsulating the 3D framework (185). Etching away nickel foam after thegrowth process can result in the formation of unsupported macroscale free standingnetwork of porous graphene (Figure 1.9). This extremely low dense flexiblemonolith 3D graphene possessed excellent electrical transport properties. Themethod allows tuning of pore dimensions and size of the sample by selecting theright template. Ice templating is another frequently used method that involves icesegregation induced self-assembly for producing ordered porous structures (187).
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Unidirectional freezing of polystyrene sulfonate-stabilized graphene sheets and GO-poly vinyl alcohol dispersed in liquid nitrogen resulted in the formation of porous3D structure upon freezedrying (186). The material aligns in the freezing directiondue to the compression from the tightly packed ice crystals formed fromunidirectional freezing of the sample. The same approach has also yielded graphenebased composite films with excellent catalytic properties ideal for energy andsensor applications. Freezing GO on the surface of bacteria, followed by pyrolysisalso resulted in the formation of graphene based 3D architecture (188). Usingpolystyrene (PS) beads as templates allows assembly controlled by electrostaticforces (186). Coating of graphene on PS beads followed by dissolution of PS inorganic solvent forms assembled beads of graphene with continuous network. Forpreparing multilayered graphene with thinner dimensions, a process calledinterferometric lithography is used. This method forms 3D graphene with poredimensions as less as 500nm.

Figure 1.9 3D graphene grown on Nickel foam (a) Digital image and (b) SEM of
graphene foam [Adapted from Ref 185].
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1.4.2. Solution based self-assembly

Formation of 3D structures using solution based approaches is used forchemically derived graphene such as GO and reduced GO (rGO). The functionalitiesin GO allows interactions with the dispersed GO sheets in solution resulting in theirgelation forming a 3D network (189). Various crosslinking agents that canchemically bind the functionalities in GO have been used for ensuring stableinterconnection between GO sheets. Different crosslinking agents such as polyvinylalcohol, synthetic polymers, biological molecules and metal ions are used forefficient binding of GO sheets(190–193). Even without any external agents, theelectrostatic repulsion between the ionized carboxyl groups in GO can formhomogeneous dispersions in water (189). Decreasing pH of the solution wouldresult in reduction of these repulsive forces and fail to form a stable dispersion. Insuch cases, controlling the concentration of GO can result in the formation of GObased hydrogels. Fragmentation of GO sheets caused by ultrasonication of GOdispersions does not stabilize the carboxyl groups and the lack of sufficientrepulsive forces forms GO hydrogel (189). Centrifugal evaporation induced self-assembly is another technique use for synthesis of porous GO networks (194). Theinterconnection of GO sheets is caused by van der Waals forces generated from thedomination of outward centrifugal over the vertically directed evaporation force.Dispersions of rGO in water or other solvents also lead to similar gelation as GO.This is due to the increase in van der Waals forces between basal planes and therepulsive forces originating from existing functionalities. Hydrothermal reaction isa popular method used for the synthesis of GO hydrogels (195–199). The usual
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process involves heating GO dispersion in the presence of metal salt and glucose in asealed autoclave that can develop high pressure. Freezedrying the sample afterhydrothermal treatment can enhance the mechanical stability. By tuning theconcentration of the solution the pore size and density can be varied.  GO dispersionwithout any additives can also form rGO hydrogel by heating for longer time at hightemperature (195). In hydrothermal process, the dispersed GO sheets start torestack from the removal of hydrophilic groups and the regaining of conjugateddomains. This leads to the assembling of rGO into 3D architecture. Similar tohydrothermal method, chemically reducing GO in the presence of sodium ascorbatecan also lead to hydrophobic interactions that forms 3D network (200) . Addition ofselected chemical moieties to GO also lead to 3D graphene based structures.Recently, sol-gel process using glutaraldehyde and resorcinol for preparing porousGO scaffolds is being widely used. Schematic of the polymerization process is shownin Figure 1.10 (201, 202).

Figure 1.10 Solution assembled GO using glutaraldehyde and resorcinol as
crosslinkers (a) schematic of the crosslinking process (b) digital image of the foam

(c) SEM showing the 3D network [Adapted from Ref 201].
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Self-assembly is also used in preparing macrosized layered films of graphenebased materials. This technique can be used for preparing porous and solid films ofGO or rGO. The methods used for preparing porous polymer films works for GO aswell (203). The mechanism involves close packing of polymer grafted GO at thesolution surface and forms macroporous layers. Unidirectional flow directed self-assembling using vacuum filtration forms free standing films of GO (204–206). Filmsof GO can also be synthesized by electrodeposition where nanostructured filmsalong the direction of applied field is formed (207). The method also allows directreduction of GO to form rGO films.

1.5. Graphene Oxide as building units for 3D materials

Realistic applications of graphene require large scale synthesis offundamental units and macroscale arrangement in a cost effective manner. Thedemand for mass production cannot be met by the complex set up and poorscalability of template assisted CVD grown 3D graphene. Hence solution basedapproach is considered ideal route for preparing graphene basedmacroarchitectures. The high scalability in preparing GO and the presence offunctional groups that allows possibility of chemical reactions makes it an idealmaterial for creating 3D graphene based structures. The abundance of hydrophiliccarboxyl, hydroxyl and epoxy moieties in GO forms stable dispersion in water thatprovide ample opportunities for solution processing. GO paved way for new area of
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engineering macroscale multifunctional materials such as papers, films, foams andcomposites (Figure 1.11) using graphene based nanobuilding blocks (181). Freestanding GO papers have several GO sheets interlocked to form tightly packedstructure (205). Their thickness can be varied by the concentration of GO in waterand can make transparent or opaque papers. The mechanical strength of theseinsulating papers is higher than that of bucky paper and inorganic vermiculite films.Evaporation of water from GO dispersions is an alternative method for preparingpapers but with lower tensile strength and Young’s modulus. GO is used forpreparing high surface area foams that has potential applications in energy storage,catalysis, sensors and oil absorption (208). The functional groups in GO aid informing well intact 3D networks if miniscule amounts of crosslinkers are added tothem (201). They can be further reduced using the same procedure as producingrGO and can form 3D conducting network without distorting the structure. GO isalso considered an ideal material for creating composites with inorganic andpolymer matrix (209). The high surface to volume ratio and the presence offunctionalities that allow easy dispersion in water and a wide range of solventsgives GO advantage of most other nanofiller materials used. In addition, GO alsofacilitates increased interaction with matrix that mitigates aggregation and non-homogeneous distribution to a large extent.
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Figure 1.11 Engineered macrostructures from GO building blocks (a) Free standing
paper[Adapted from Ref 185] (b) Foam [Adapted from Ref 210] (c) Polymer

composite [Adapted from Ref 211].

The uniqueness in structure and properties along with scalable productionmakes GO a very promising material for building engineered structures. This workfocuses on using GO for developing macroscopic architectures such as foam, paperand composite and investigating in detail the structural formation and properties.
1.6. Experimental Methods

1.6.1. GO synthesis using improved Hummer’s method

For preparing GO, 3g of graphite powder was mixed with 18g of potassiumpermanganate and 40 mL of phosphoric acid was added to it. 360 mL of sulfuric acidwas slowly added while stirring which results in increase in temperature due toexothermic reaction. Once the temperature settles down, the solution is kept at 500Cand left stirring for 12 hours. The initially dark green solution becomes chocolatebrown color and it is allowed to cool down to room temperature. 500mL of DI wateris frozen and the solution is added to this ice carefully. 14mL of hydrogen peroxide
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solution is then poured onto this with caution as the reaction is highly exothermic.This makes the solution yellow color that happens due to exfoliation of GO. The solidmaterial obtained is allowed to settle down and the supernatant is discarded. Thematerial is then washed with DI water, 30 % HCl and DI water repeatedly to removethe acid residue and other impurities. The dried material in dark brown colorobtained is GO. The different steps involved in the synthesis are shown in Figure1.12.

Figure 1.12 Steps involved in improved synthesis of graphene oxide- Graphite
powder and KMnO4 mixed and dispersed in H2SO4/H3PO3 mixture and stirred for

12 hours gives a dark brown solution. H2O2 added to solution/ice mixture and is
stirred for few hours. The solution is then filtered and repeatedly washed using DI

water, 30% HCl and ethanol.

1.6.2. Structural Characterization

Electron microscopy and spectroscopic techniques are integral tools inanalyzing nanomaterials based structures and have been extensively used in this
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work. The various techniques used for characterization are explained in thefollowing sub sections.

1.6.2.1. Scanning/ Transmission Electron Microscopy (SEM/TEM)

The wavelength limit of phonon limits use of optical microscope for imagingnanosized materials. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) uses electrons that havemuch shorter wavelength than phonons and they interact with the atoms at thesample surface providing information on the structure topology. The electron beamfrom transmission electron microscope (TEM) passes through the sample and thescattering can be used to image the internal structure with atomic resolution. Theworking principle of SEM and TEM are shown in Figure 1.13. In SEM, the beampasses through scanning coils that causes the deflection of the beam in bothhorizontal and vertical directions for scanning a finite area surface. The signal fromthe scattering is collected by electronic devices that convert them to image anddisplays on cathode ray tube. If the samples are non-conducting, the electrons donot have a path to move and becomes accumulated in certain areas causing chargingeffects that negatively impact the imaging. So non-conducting samples usually needsto be coated with a very thin layer (few nanometers) of conducting material.  Theimages created in SEM are black and white as they do not have any light wavesinvolved. They are very useful in imaging nanomaterials and surfaces. In TEM, theinteraction of the beam with the sample as it passes through it and causesdiffraction. The diffraction intensity is dependent on the orientation of planes ofatoms in a crystal relative to the electron beam. Based on the angle the beam may be
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diffracted or transmitted more. Bright field change image is taken by adjusting theaperture so that only unscattered electrons are allowed to pass through generatinghigh contrast image. Unlike samples for SEM, the samples should be very thin so thatthe electrons can penetrate and pass through them. The samples are usuallydeposited on grids for TEM imaging.

Figure 1.13 Working principle of electron microscope (a) SEM where the electron
beam hits the sample and scattered electrons convert them to image on screen

[Adapted from Ref 212] (b) TEM where electron beams are transmitted through the
sample and form image on a screen[Adapted from Ref 213].

1.6.2.2. Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is based on “Raman Effect” which is the inelasticscattering of light originally in molecular liquids (215). Irradiation of a sample using

(a) (b)
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monochromatic light source results in most of the light being scattered in the samewavelength as the incident radiation (Rayleigh scattering). However, a small portionof the incident light gets scattered at a different wavelength which is called inelasticscattering and is generated from the excited state of molecules. The principle ofRaman spectroscopy is given in Figure 1.14. The nondestructive nature, highresolution and the structural information that can be obtained have made Ramanspectroscopy a very efficient technique in characterizing various materials. It is avaluable tool in analyzing carbon nanomaterials due to the high intensitiesgenerated from conjugated and double carbon-carbon bonds (216). The Ramanactive bands observed in highly ordered graphite is the G band at ~1500cm-1 arisingfrom in phase vibrations of the graphite lattice and D-band at ~1300cm-1 which isthe weak disorder band arising from the edges. In GO, due to the introduction of sp3hybridization and increased defects causes broadening of G-band and broadening ofD-band but with increased intensity. Raman spectroscopy is hence a very usefultechnique in structural characterization of GO.
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Figure 1.14 Raman spectroscopy principle [Adapted from Ref 217].

1.6.2.3. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)

FTIR uses the interactions of matter with the infrared region in theelectromagnetic spectrum (218). The excitation of molecule by absorption ofinfrared radiation is the basic principle used in FTIR spectroscopy. In FTIRinstrument, a interferometer modulates the wavelength from broadband infraredsource (Figure 1.15).  The intensity of reflected or transmitted light is measured bythe detector as a function of wavelength. The interferogram signal obtained fromthe detector is then collected by computer and analyzed using Fourier Transformfor creating single beam infrared spectrum. By scanning the sample fromwavenumber 4000cm-1 to around 500cm-1, the light absorbed at each wavelength ismonitored that gives the infrared spectrum of the sample. The absorption arisesfrom the resonant frequencies corresponding to the different chemical bonds
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present in the sample. FTIR is hence a favorable technique for determining thevarious functional groups in GO and since it is absorption dependent can providerelative qualitative information on the different functionalities present.

Figure 1.15 Working principle of FTIR[ Adapted from Ref 218].

1.6.2.4. Thermogravimmetric analysis/ Differential Scanning Calorimetry

(TGA/DSC)

Thermogravimmetric analysis monitors the change in weight of the sample as a
function of temperature. The weight loss curve of the sample can provide

information on the composition and various chemical species present in the sample.
DSC is also very important in analysis of samples that determines different

reactions and whether they are endothermic or exothermic from the heat flow
through the sample. For TGA/DSC experiment, one pan is used as reference and
another as sample pan. Both pans are heated at the same rate and difference in
temperature between them is detected. The sample environment can be inert or

reactive depending on the purge gas used. TGA provides quantitative information
of GO and structures built based on the degradation of functionalities at higher

temperatures. Schematic of a TGA instrument is shown inFigure 1.16.
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Figure 1.16 Schematic of TGA instrument [Adapted from Ref 220].

1.6.2.5. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

XPS provides quantitative information on elemental composition, chemicalstate and electronic structure of the sample (221). The penetration depth isapproximately 10nm and is a surface chemical analysis technique. The experimentinvolves irradiating sample with X-rays in high vacuum environment which causesemission of electrons from the surface of the sample. The spectrum is given bynumber of electrons emitted and the binding energy of electrons to the surfaceatoms which is determined from the kinetic energy. While binding energy gives theoxidation states of different elements present, the number of electrons givesquantitative analysis of the elements. For GO based structures, XPS is a very efficienttool in determining the degree of oxidation and the different functionalities present.A simple schematic demonstrating the instrument setup and working principle ofXPS is shown in Figure 1.17.
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Figure 1.17 XPS instrument design and working [Adapted from Ref 222].

1.6.2.6. X-ray Diffraction

X-rays cause scattering when incident on a crystal lattice, but most of it is notobserved due to destructive interference (221). However diffraction occurs whenconstructive interference happens when light is scattered by atoms arranged inperiodic array that exhibits long range order. This diffraction pattern providesinformation on the atomic arrangement in the crystal lattice. In case of compounds,each crystalline element will have a unique diffraction pattern that provides
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information on the elements and their crystalline phase in the sample. Bragg’s lawprovides the relation of diffraction. The X-rays are generated by the deceleration ofhigh energy electrically charged particles. Schematic of the principle of XRD isshown in Figure 1.18. XRD data provides very useful information on the oxidation ofgraphite. The typical peak for graphite is observed at 26 degrees that corresponds toits interlayer spacing but in graphene oxide the presence of functional groupsdistorts the graphite structure and the original graphite peak disappears and newpeak appears at 10 degrees coming from the 002 plane.

Figure 1.18 X-ray Diffraction instrument principle [ Adapted from Ref 223].

1.6.2.7. Atomic Force Microscope (AFM)

AFM is an ideal tool for scanning the surface roughness of a sample withprecision of nanometers. It is widely employed to study films and coatings preparedfrom nanomaterials. The good special resolution and the fact that it is non-destructive technique add to the advantage of using AFM for surface analysis.Typically in an AFM, the probe is a sharp tip of a radius of few nanometers which is
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located at the end of a cantilever beam (221). Piezoeelctric scanners are used forscanning the tip across the surface. An optical lever detection system that has a laserbeing deflected of the cantilever to a position sensitive photodiode, detects thevariation in the tip-sample interaction. By maintaining a particular operatingparameter at a constant level, a feedback loop between the optical detection systemand the piezoelectric scanners generates images. The working principle of AFM isdepicted in Figure 1.19. AFM can operate in contact mode, non-contact mode andtapping mode. In contact mode, the tip is in contact with the sample surface.Piezoelectric positioning element pushes the cantilever against surface creatingrepulsive forces between the tip and the surface of the sample. In non-contact mode,the tip is not in direct contact with the surface but stays at a distance of tens ofAngstroms above it. The images are formed by analyzing the attractive forcesbetween the tip and the surface. In tapping mode, piezoelectric crystal causesoscillation of cantilever at its resonant frequency. This does not require the tip to bein contact with the surface. When the tip contacts surface for short time, energy lossis created by damping of the oscillation which in turn is used for imaging.
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Figure 1.19 Schematic of AFM working principle [ Adapted from Ref 221].

1.6.2.8. Instrument Specifications

The material characterization instruments used for this work are as given.Raman spectroscopy was done using Renishaw in Via Raman Microscope at laserexcitation of 514.5nm. Nicolet FTIR Infrared Microscope was used for performingFTIR on the samples for studying the chemical bonds present. The morphology ofthe samples was observed using FEI Quanta 400 Scanning Electron Microscopeunder high vacuum. TEM images and diffraction patterns were taken using JEOL2100 Field Emission Gun Transmission Electron Microscope. The XPS data was taken
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using PHI Quantera XPS. Q800 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) and InstronUniversal Testing Machine were used for mechanical testing of various samples.
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Chapter 2

Graphene Oxide Foam Reinforced with

Hexagonal Boron Nitride

Low density, highly porous materials called foams exhibit interesting physical

properties compared to their bulk counter parts (224) .Based on specific applications,

foams are made of polymers, metals or ceramics (224–226). Polymer foams are the most

widely used due to the ease of processing and the extensive applications in mechanical,

thermal and electrical insulation (227–231). However the lack of temperature stability

makes them inexpedient for high temperature applications. Metal foams are mainly made

of Aluminum (Al) and alloys and are suited for automotive industry and making porous

electrodes (232, 233). The difficulty in processing and the high cost remains a challenge

though.  Ceramics foams are used in catalysis and filters and possess high temperature

stability and stiffness but poor ductility (224). To overcome the issues associated with

conventional foams, there is a need for using novel functional materials that can be easily

processed and has the desired properties for specific applications. The remarkable

properties of graphene make it an effective candidate in making low density three

dimensional porous structures with high mechanical strength. Both chemical vapor
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deposition and solution processing methods have been used in the past for making the

three dimensional structures of graphene and graphene oxide. Solution processing isconsidered more advantageous route for creating 3D porous structures owing to thelow cost and increased productivity (195, 234, 235). This makes GO a widely usedprecursor in creating graphene based 3D structures due to its affinity to organic andinorganic compounds and high dispersibility in various solvents. Lyophilizationoffers of GO solution offers a facile synthesis route to create porous 3D networks.However, the removal of solvent during lyophilization can result in deformation ofGO sheets and the structure fails to withstand high temperature or mechanicalpressure (208). The poor structural stability often demands encapsulation of foamin polymer matrix for mechanical characterization and also for applying in practicaluse. This can compromise the electrical and thermal properties of the foam. In thiswork, another two dimensional material is used as a reinforcement for the structureand it is demonstrated that creating composite foams can bring multifunctionality tothe system while enhancing certain physical properties. Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is 2D layered material which has a hexagonal lattice similar to graphene andprovides good lattice matching in heterostructures from them (58, 236–239). Interms of properties, h-BN is thermally conducting while electrically insulating andchemically inert. It is hydrophobic and is known as an excellent lubricant (240–242).Previous works on graphene and h-BN based heterostructures have shown verydifferent optical, electronic and mechanical behavior compared to the individualproperties of the constituent materials (243–247). Van der Waals structures usingliquid exfoliated graphene and h-BN were reported to have tunable bandgap from
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varying their concentration ratio. Solution mixing of graphene and h-BN is a facilemethod for creating 2D hybrids. The effect of using h-BN in creating 3D structureshas not been explored yet and this study focuses on the synthesis and studying thestructural formation and properties of GO-BN composite foam.

2.1. Synthesis and Material Characterization

2.1.1. GO-BN Foam synthesis

Synthesis of precursors:

The precursors used for the GO-BN foam were GO prepared using improvedHummer’s method and liquid exfoliated h-BN. For preparing GO, graphite powderwas oxidized using sulfuric acid, potassium permanganate and hydrogen peroxide.The detailed process has been explained in section 1.6.1. Exfoliation of h-BN wasdone using the liquid exfoliation method that uses ultrasonication forces to separatethe layers. The technique has been successfully used for exfoliating various layeredmaterials such as graphene, h-BN, molybdenum disulfide, tungsten disulfide etc.Since the layered materials have strong chemical bonds along layers but weakinterlayer forces, applying strong external force or introducing intercalationcompounds allows dispersion of the material as mono or few layers in a liquidmedium. Ultrasonicating the layered bulk material in a suitable solvent that matchesthe surface tension of the material will result in exfoliation to atomic layers (Figure2.1).
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Figure 2.1 Exfoliation of layered materials using ultrasonication.

For exfoliating h-BN, the starting material used was h-BN powder (1µm,98%) from Sigma Aldrich. Dimethyl formamide (DMF, room temperature surfacetension ~ 37 mN m-1) was obtained from Sigma Aldrich and used as the exfoliationfluid medium. The micron sized h-BN powder was added to the container batcheswith DMF.  Subsequently, the prepared solution was extensively sonicated (~5hours) in a Branson 5510 water bath sonicator, keeping the temperature of thewater bath constant (room temperature ~ 300K).   After sonication, the solutionwas centrifuged with a Thermo Fisher Scientific sorvall biofuge stratos centrifugefor 30 minutes at 1500rpm. The whitish supernatant (top part) is decanted and wasvacuum filtered, using a Sartorious PTFE – filter membrane with a pore size of 0.2µm. After this process, 2D h-BN nanosheets (~ 500nm by 500 nm, ~5 layers inthickness) were obtained(248). The h-BN nanosheets were washed twice withwater, ethanol and chloroform to remove any residual DMF and the dried materialwas then scraped off from the filter paper. The schematic of the synthesis processfor exfoliating h-BN is given in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 Schematic of the steps involved in exfoliation of h-BN from bulk material.

The transmission electron microscope (TEM) images revealing the lateralsize of GO and h-BN is given in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3 TEM images showing lateral size of (a) GO and (b) exfoliated h-BN.
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The GO-BN foam was prepared by a process called lyophilization orfreezedrying. Lyophilization or freezedrying is a very common process for preparingporous structures (249). The sample is first dispersed in a solvent and then frozenwhile maintaining an interconnected network. The ice nucleation during freezing isa critical factor in the pore size distribution and structural morphology. The fasterfreezing can yield smaller pores and for reduced pore size distribution liquidnitrogen freezing is preferred. Once frozen the sample is set up for freezedrying andin the process, the sample is kept under vacuum which is below the triple point ofwater and the ambient temperature is used to provide the heat required to sublimethe ice formed. The condenser system is at a very low temperature and traps thesublimed ice from the sample. Since ice is directly subliming with no intermediatewater stage, the sample maintains the structure it formed during freezing the voidsfrom removal of ice creates the pores.For preparing the foam, two different concentrations of GO and h-BN wereseparately sonicated in deionized (DI) water for 30 minutes and mixed together tomake a concentration of 10mg mL-1. Sample 1 had concentration GO 50%, h-BN 50%and sample 2 had GO 75% and h-BN 25%. Resorcinol (0.25mg mL-1),Glutaraldedhyde (2μL mL-1) and a very small amount (~0.1mg) of sodiumtetraborate decahydrate was added to the GO- BN dispersion and sonicated for 2hours. The solution was then lyophilized in a bench top freeze dryer (MillRockTechnology) for 48 hours. Foams with extremely low density (5 mg/cm3) wereobtained in the shape of the container. Sample 1 was named GO-0.5BN and sample 2
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as GO-.25BN based on the weight fraction of h-BN in the composite foam. Schematicof the synthesis process route and photographs of the final obtained foams areshown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4 Schematic of GO-BN foam synthesis using lyophilization.

2.1.2. Scanning and Transmission Electron Microscopy

Both techniques were employed for detailed structural analysis of GO-0.5BNfoam. While SEM was used to examine the overall architecture of the foam, TEM
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provided insight into the building units. The structure of GO-0.5BN foam variedstrikingly from previously reported GO foams. Instead of open porous network, GO –0.5BN had a unique orderly layered structure with voids in between the layers.Figure 2.5a shows large layers formed by h-BN embedded GO sheets stacked inordered fashion with spacing between them. The high magnification image in Figure2.5b of layer shows densely distributed h-BN embedded in GO sheets. Theconnection between the layers is through a mesh network as seen in Figure 2.5c andhigh magnification image in Figure 2.5d. The connection between the layers isevident from Figure 2.5d. The structure of GO-0.5BN foam is schematicallyillustrated in Figure 2.5e where h-BN flakes aid the conjoining of GO sheets in thehorizontal direction and forms large layers.

Figure 2.5 SEM images showing the interconnected structure of GO-BN foam.
Different views show (a) large stacked layers and low magnification image shows
large in-plane connected layers of GO and h-BN (b)high magnification showing

dense distribution of embedded h-BN in GO sheets (c,d) the mesh interconnecting
the layers shown in different magnifications (f) proposed schematic  for GO-BN

from SEM structural imaging.
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The striking morphological differences in GO-0.5BN foam compared toconventional GO foam needed studying the changes in the atomic layers when h-BNis added to GO. TEM is a very useful tool in examining the individual building unitsof the foam. For preparing the sample, the foam was kept under ultra-sonication for30 minutes in ethanol and was then dropped onto TEM grids and allowed to dryunder vacuum to remove any residual solvent. TEM studies showed that individualGO sheets are rendered flat by the presence of h-BN (Figure 2.6a). Figure 2.6b showsperpendicularly attached GO sheet attached to a horizontal flake that shows originof the 3D structure. Selected area electron diffraction pattern in Figure 2.6ccorresponds to the hexagonal lattices of GO and h-BN. High Angle Annular DarkField (HAADF) micrograph in Figure 2.6c reveals the distribution of multi layered h-BN in GO. It can be inferred that in areas with more concentration of h-BN, the GOsheets remain flat while near edges where there is no significant presence of h-BN,the GO sheets tend to bend.
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Figure 2.6 TEM characterization of h-BN embedded GO sheets constituting the
fundamental units of the GO-0.5BN foam. (a) two adjoining sheets with h-BN

providing support at the point of contact (b) flat GO sheet with embedded h-BN and
out of plane GO flake attached showing the origin of the 3D structure (c) diffraction

pattern corresponding to the hexagonal lattices of GO an dmultilayered h-BN (d)
HADDF showing smaller sized multilayered h-BN flakes distributed along GO.

The effect of h-BN on the structural change it brings in the composite foam isfurther validated through a comparative study for GO-0.5BN, GO-.25 BN and pureGO foam. GO-0.25BN and pure GO foam were characterized using SEM and TEM(Figure 2.7). The SEM of pure GO foam shows open porous structure similar to theones reported earlier while GO-0.25BN resulted in a similar layered structure as GO-
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0.25 BN indicating the role of h-BN even at low concentrations. The TEM images ofGO-0.25 BN foam shows the GO flakes flat while in the GO foam they remaincrumbled and folded. This reemphasizes that h-BN is the controlling factor in theformation of the unique layered architecture. The flat nature of individual GO flakesembedded with h-BN increases the van der Waals interaction between the sheetsand they partially or completely overlap forming large layers. The crosslinking byglutaraldehyde and resorcinol also aids this and creates porous network betweenthe layers. The uniform spacing between the layers is believed to be formed by themutual interaction of attractive van der Waals forces and the electrostatic repulsiveforces from the ionized phenol hydroxyl and carboxylic groups in GO sheets.

Figure 2.7 SEM and TEM characteirzation of GO-0.0BN and GO-0.25BN. (a) SEM
image of GO-0.0BN showing absence of layered structure (b) GO-0.25BN having

layered architecture similar to GO-0.5BN (c) TEM of GO-0.0BN showing wrinkled
GO sheets (d) GO-0.25BN individual GO sheets being flat from the presence of h-

BN and curling only at edges where there is less concentration of h-BN.
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2.1.3. Spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction

XRD pattern in Figure 2.8a shows the peak at 2θ=10 degrees for GO (001)corresponding to an interlayer spacing of 8.8Å and for h-BN (002) at 2θ=27 degreescorresponding to a lattice constant of 3.29Å. FTIR shown in Figure 2.8b confirmsthe presence of functional groups in GO-0.5BN. The spectrum shows the expectedbonds in the sample at ~3420 cm-1 (O-H stretching vibrations), ~2950 (C-Hstretching vibrations), ~1720 cm-1 (C=O stretching vibrations), ~1210 cm-1 (C-OHstretching vibrations) and ~1060 cm-1 (C-O stretching vibrations, the skeletalvibrations from unoxidized C=C bonds at ~1620 cm-1. The B-N-B in plane vibrations(E1u mode) for h-BN was observed at ~1370 cm-1 and the out of the plane B-N-Bvibrations (A2u mode) at  ~800 cm-1. The characteristic G band at ~1580cm-1 and Dband at ~1340 for GO were observed for the sample (Figure 2.8c). The G bandarising from the first order scattering of E2g mode is present in both GO and h-BNand is hard to distinguish.
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Figure 2.8 XRD, FTIR and Raman spectra of GO (a) XRD showing GO peak at ~10
degrees and h-BN peak at ~27 degrees. (b) FTIR showing different bond vibrations
in GO and h-BN (c) Raman spectra showing the D band for GO and G band for GO

and h-BN.

2.2. Mechanical Characterization

The layered structure of the foam was expected to display mechanicalbehavior different from the foams made from graphene and other nanomaterials.Dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA) was employed for mechanical characterizationof the GO-BN foam.  For understanding the effect of h-BN on the mechanicalproperties, GO-0.0BN and GO-0.5BN were subjected to controlled strain andload/unload experiments. Three different strains S1 (0.5%), S2 (1%) and S3 (2%)were applied in sequence and each strain was held for 30 minutes before releasing
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it. While a drastic drop in stiffness was observed for GO-0.0BN foam after the firststrain rate was applied, Stiffness of GO-0.5BN foam remained stable throughout thethree different strains (Figure 2.9a-b). This significant enhancement in themechanical stability is expected to be from the layered structure.

Figure 2.9 Controlled strain/ load experiments and compression testing. (a, b)
Controlled strain experiments with three different strains S1 (0.5%), S2 (1%) and S3

(2%) applied in sequence and stiffness monitored for (a) GO-0.0 BN where a drastic
drop in the stiffness is observed after S2 is applied due to permanent deformation,

(b) GO-0.5BN where the stiffness is maintained during different cycles.

Controlled loading experiments were also conducted on the samples whereforce was ramped to three maximum loads P1, P2 and P3 sequentially. For a materialthat can exhibit complete recovery, the ideal curve for load-unload would follow thepath shown in Figure 2.10a. The curve for GO-0.0BN foam shows similar trend ascontrolled strain experiment where drop in stiffness is observed during the firstunload cycle. There is notable deviation in from the ideal curve for load unload. Onfurther loading there is a steep drop in the stiffness which could be from thefracture of the foam (Figure 2.10b). On the other hand GO-0.5BN closely follows the
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ideal load unload curve as seen in Figure 2.10c and can be interpreted as completerecovery without any permanent deformation.

Figure 2.10 Controlled load experiment where three different maximum loads P1, P2

and P3 were applied as shown in (a) the loading/unloading cycles on (b) GO-0.0BN
where a compression is observed in the lowest load and permanent deformation in
subsequent loads (c) ) GO-0.5BN where stiffness does not decrease during different

loads, exhibiting complete recovery.

The GO-0.5BN foam that showed excellent recovery was then tested inInstron at a strain rate of 10-3/s. A linear increase in stress was found until 30-35%strain but further increase showed the foam being compacted (Figure 2.11). Thecompression testing using Instron was repeated for GO-0.25 foam as well andshowed a similar trend as GO-0.5BN foam. The foam was loaded using one US pennyweighing 2.5g and a compression of about 20% was observed and after the removal
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of the load the foam returned to its original shape. A higher load was applied byplacing two pennies together on the foam which resulted in permanent deformation.

Figure 2.11 Compression test results on Instron showing a linear increase in stress
until 35% strain; the photographs show GO-0.5BN taking the load of 2.5g and 5g

and resuming the original shape after unloading.The mechanically deformed GO-0.5BN and GO-0.0BN samples were analyzedusing SEM to understand how the morphological differences lead to the improvedmechanical stiffness to the GO-0.5BN foam. The wrinkled and folded GO sheets inthe GO-0.0BN foam tends to tear apart from each other when mechanical pressure isapplied. They tend to break away from junctions as seen in the high magnificationimage in inlay and the cumulative effect lead to permanent (Figure 2.12a). In GO-0.5BN, the load is taken by the layers which cause bending instead of breakingduring compression (Figure 2.12b). The high magnification image in Figure 2.12cgives a vivid image of how h-BN hinders crack propagation along the layers. The
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crack tends to stop growing when it encounters h-BN that is embedded in GO sheets.The bending of layers and the crack obstruction by h-BN along the layers areconsidered major reasons for the improved mechanical stability of GO-0.5BN foam.

Figure 2.12 Analysis of mechanical deformation in GO-0.0BN and GO-0.5BN and
high temperature compression testing. (a) Low magnification SEM revealing

cracking along GO sheets and also at the junctions; high magnification is shown in
inlay confirms the inferences. (b) Low magnification SEM of GO-0.5BN showing the
layers bending rather than cracking and the alignment of load along the structure is

shown in the schematic (inlay) (c) High magnification SEM showing small crack
along the large layer where h-BN prevents it from propagating.

The mechanical performance at higher temperatures was evaluated by insitutemperature controlled experiment in DMA. The stiffness of GO-0.5BN foam wasmonitored until 2000C and was found to be stable (Figure 2.13a). TGA for GO-0.5BNshowed lower weight loss than GO-0.25 BN due to the increased thermal stability ofh-BN (Figure 2.13b). The anisotropic behavior of the foam was studied by applyingstrain in direction perpendicular and parallel direction to the layers (Figure 2.13c).
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Figure 2.13 High temperature stability and mechanical anisotropy (a) Compression
testing at high temperature on GO-0.5BN showing stiffness stable upto 2000C (b)
TGA results showing lower weight loss and higher temperature stability for GO-

0.5BN (c) difference in stiffness when  load is applied along axial and radial
directions confirming the anisotropy of GO-0.5BN.

2.3. Molecular Dynamics Simulation

The novel 3D structural formation due to the presence of h-BN and theinfluence of h-BN in mechanical behavior of GO sheets were studied using fullyatomistic simulations. A comparative simulation between GO sheet with andwithout h-BN were performed. The ratio of GO and h-BN sheets were maintainedthe same as the one observed in experimental studies. The 3D structure isconstituted by 2D sheets that undergo tension while undergoing compression in the
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other direction. Considering this aspect, tension was applied in one direction andcomparative studies was done using naked GO and GO with h-BN flakes. Stretchingprocess was simulated at temperature of 300K until the cracking point and due tothat a reactive force field, ReaxFF (250) , was chosen for these simulations. ReaxFF issimilar to standard non-reactive force fields such as MM3 with the difference that itcan describe bond formation and dissociation (making or breaking bonds) as afunction of bond order values. For GO-BN, a finite h-BN was placed in themiddle/top of the semi-infinite GO membranes (Figure 2.14). The strain wasgenerated by gradual increase of the unit cell value along periodic direction. Thestress was calculated by computing the forces on each atom and then obtaining thestress tensor. From this tensor was calculated von Mises stress, the second invariantof the deviatoric stress tensor, which is related to the distortion state of the system.Von Mises stress provides very helpful information on the fracturing processes as itis possible to visualize the time evolution of the local stress. This methodology hasbeen successfully used to investigate the mechanical failure of carbon-based nanostructures such as graphene and carbon nanotubes and also h-BN structures(251–
253). Since there is a significant strain induced in the foam during processing andtesting, the simulations give us an insight into the structural formation andmechanical stability of the h-BN reinforced GO foam. The snapshots of stretchingprocess with stress distributions for naked GO flake and GO partially covered withh-BN flake at different strains are shown in Figure 2.14. First row of Figure 2.14shows GO and GO with h-BN at initial stage (0% strain). The interaction between h-
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BN and GO produces a more stressed structure than naked GO. When the strain(7.5% strained), is continuously applied, the resulting stress is distributeduniformly through GO, which presents an out-plane distortion (shown by arrow).On the other hand, though small, for same strain, GO-BN structure concentratesstress in localized regions across area of BN and border along periodic direction andno distortion is allowed by h-BN coverage, which explains the TEM observation.Because of uniform stress distribution, at 10% strain, naked GO starts to break fromedges close to the membrane center. This cracking provokes a high out-planedistortion in GO sheet.  Since the stress in GO-BN is more concentrated on bordersalong periodic direction, the same cracking area in GO remains intact with only apresence of a small hole what does not propagate. An extensive cracking is observedin GO sheets without h-BN at ~12.5% strain, where the flake starts to break apart.Only at that strain of ~12.5%, a cracking occurs for GO-BN. For this case, the stressdistributed on borders along periodic directions induces a parallel cracking at theedges away from h-BN without any bending or buckling, thereby providing morestructural stability. These results are in agreement with the inferences from SEMand TEM images. From the simulation, it is possible to highlight two main effects ofh-BN coverage. The first one is related to the changes in stress distribution. Theinteraction between h-BN and GO complicates the stress distribution alongstructure, which concentrates in the region immediately close to where strain isgenerated (border along periodic direction). In addition, h-BN also alters the out-plane deformation of structure. These effects induce a completely different process
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of stretching and consequently different cracking patterns for pristine GO and GO-BN as we observe from Figure 2.14.

Figure 2.14 MD simulation results of mechanical behavior of naked GO sheet and
GO sheet partially covered with h-BN (GO:BN) on application of different strains of

(a) 0% showing the original shapes of GO and GO:BN , (b) 7.5% where stress is
distributed uniformly along GO and there is an out-of-plane distortion ; there is

localized stress around h-BN bordering along periodic direction but no distortion
allowed by h-BN, (c) 10% where stress distribution causes GO to break thereby
provoking out-of-plane distortion; in GO:BN, the small crack in GO sheet  is not

allowed to propagate , (d) 12.5% where high order cracking and crumbling is
observed in GO; in GO:BN the stress distributed along periodic direction leads to a
crack along the edges of GO sheet  away from h-BN and no crumbling is observed.

To further investigate the mechanical stability, the effect of h-BN on singleout of the plane GO sheet during compression was also studied and is shown inFigure 2.15. Significant bending is induced in GO sheet in naked GO, but in GO-BN
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the bending is restricted to regions where h-BN is not present. An increasedthreshold fracture limit and more efficient stress accumulation and dissipation isobserved on GO with h-BN compared to naked GO flake. During compression,deformation occurs on h-BN and this in turn minimizes bending of the large GOflake.  Hence in naked GO, buckling can occur at lower stress leading to earlyfracture. The bending/buckling give rise to high stress concentration at the bentedge leading the local stress to cross the critical stress (fracture value). Theseresults indicate the superior mechanical behavior in h-BN reinforced GO flakes at 2Dlevel and it is very critical in the overall structural formation and mechanicalperformance of the entire 3D structure.

Figure 2.15 Schematic showing simulation results on compression force (a)
perpendicularly attached GO sheet; Simulation results

for  compression of  (b) pure GO sheet and (c) reinforced with h-BN where
h-BN deformation aid to maintain GO sheet shape.
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Simulation Details

All calculations were carried out using the reactive force field ReaxFF (250).This forcefield was parameterized using Density functional theory (DFT)calculations and, through of bond length/bond order relationship, it can handlechemical reactions. The average deviation between ReaxFF heat of formation valueand the experimental one is 2.8 and 2.9 kcal mol-1 for non-conjugated andconjugated systems respectively. Similarly to standard non-reactive force-fields,ReaxFF divides the system energy into partial energy contributions associated withterms such as: valence angle bending, bond stretching as well as non-bondedCoulomb and van der Waals interactions. The main difference, however, is thatReaxFF can make and break bonds as a function of bond order values. In this way,the system energy for ReaxFF is composed by Ebond (bond energy), Eover (over-coordination energy), Eunder (under-coordination energy), Eval (valency energy) , Epen
( energy penalty for handling atoms with two double bonds), Etors (torsion energy),
Econj (conjugated bond energies), EvdWaals (van der Waals energy) and Ecoulomb(Coulomb energy). For better description of reactivity in the simulations, all bondorders were calculated and charge effects were taken into account inelectronegativity equalization method (EEM) approach (254).For the stretching process and stress analysis, our system was composed bysemi-infinite GO strips, generated by random distributions of oxygen atoms intographene membranes. System temperatures were set to 300K and controlled by aNose-Hoover thermostat imposing a canonical ensemble with constant number of
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atoms, temperature and volume (NVT ensemble) as implemented on Large-scaleAtomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS)(255). Time-steps of 0.05fs were used and a constant strain rate of 10−6 fs-1 was continuously implementedduring the whole simulation until the mechanical rupture. Stress values areobtained calculating the force per atom at each step of simulation and thensubtracted from the hydrostatic components to obtain the deviatoric stress and oneof its invariants, the so-called von Mises stress. von Mises stress describes thedistortion stress state and provide relevant information for the analysis of fracturemechanisms.

2.4. Reduction of the foam

Since GO and BN are insulating, the GO-BN foam exhibits poor electricalconductivity. To be used for applications such as electronic devices and electrodesfor energy storage devices, the conductivity of the foam has to be improved.Reduction of foams prepared from GO removes the functional groups therebyimproving the conductivity but still retaining the 3D network. However since the GOfoam is formed mainly by van der Waal’s forces, π-π stacking and hydrogen bonds,reduction can have serious effects on the mechanical stability. This causes collapseof the 3D structure when they are integrated to devices. For completely utilizing thestructural advantage and not losing the surface area the foams, mechanical strengthis a key factor. It is expected that the excellent mechanical properties of GO would
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retain the structure and properties after reduction in the process of creatingconducting 3D materials.

2.4.1. Reduction experiment

GO-0.25BN was selected for the reduction experiment instead of GO-0.5BNdue to increased conductivity required. Since h-BN is highly insulating, it hampersthe overall electrical conductivity of the system. Optimum lower percentage of h-BNhelps maintain the mechanical characteristics of the foam while imparting moreconductivity to the structure after reduction. To decide the reduction temperature,GO-0.25BN foam is heated in platinum crucible at a rate of 10°C/min. Figure 2.16shows heat flow/wt. and weight loss as a function of temperature. The onset oftransformation can be observed at 2000C as marked in figure. The weight lossduring the process reaches its saturation at 2000C. The sample was then heated at2000C for few hours during which the color of the sample changes from brown toblack (shown in Figure 2.16 inlay) indicative of the reduction of the sample.
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Figure 2.16 TGA and DSC of GO-0.25BN foam showng th weight loss profile. The
weight loss reaches peak at 2000C.

The structure before and after reduction are analyzed using X-ray diffractionas shown in Figure 2.17a. The reduced sample does not show the GO peak at 9degrees whereas the h-BN peaks remain unchanged. There are no new peaksobserved after reduction. The samples are further analyzed using RamanSpectroscopy at 514.5 nm wavelength laser excitation. The Raman spectrum of GO-hBN shows G, D bands with low intense G’ and D’ peak (Figure 2.17b). On the otherhand the reduced 3D foam shows high intense G’ and D’ peak along with differencein ratio of G and D band peak intensities. The FTIR measurements of the sampleshows the absence or reduction in intensity of different oxygen functionalitiespresent in GO (Figure 2.17b). The O-H stretching vibrations at ~3420 cm-1 wasabsent in the reduced sample. However the C=O stretching vibrations at ~1720cm-1
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and C-O stretching vibrations at ~1060cm-1 was present in the sample as there aresome residual carboxyl groups present even after the reduction process. In additionto these, the B-N-B in plane vibrations at ~1370 cm-1 and the out of the plane B-N-Bvibrations at ~800 cm-1 for h-BN, were also observed in the FTIR spectrum.

Figure 2.17 Diffraction and spectroscopic comparison of GO-0.25BN before and
after reduction indicative of the structural and chemical change in the sample. (a)
the characterisitc peak of GO at 10 degrees disappears while peak for  h-BN is still

present (b) decreased intensity observed in Raman peaks (c) FTIR showing removal
of certain functional groups after reduction.
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2.4.2. Morphology analysis

It is important to examine the structural change after the thermal reductionof the sample. The goal is to achieve reduction without distorting or compromisingthe 3D structure. The morphology of the reduced 3D scaffold is observed under SEMequipped with field emission gun.  The low magnification image in Figure 2.18aclearly shows porous layered structure morphology. The micron size thin 2D sheetsare stacked on top of each other. These parallel sheets are inter-connected usinganother graphene sheet lying perpendicular to these. The bright smaller nanosheetof h-BN lying on the graphene is marked in the figure. The high magnification imageshows h-BN nano-sheet holding the graphene sheet. We observed reasonable highstrain near the h-BN nanosheet as marked in Figure 2.18b. The high magnificationimage shown in Figure 2.18c reveals the wavy nature of the micron sized graphenesheet. The h-BN sheet acts as a connector in the 3D architecture. In all previousreports of the hydrogel with mostly hydrogen bonding acts as binder, the structurebreaks after reduction due to loss of moisture. In our case the layers areinterconnected using h-BN and as a result the reduced sample retains its structuralintegrity.
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Figure 2.18 SEM analysis of thermally reduced GO-0.25BN. (a) layered architecture
still present though decrease in thickness of the layers is observed (b) h-BN present

on reduced GO sheets (c) high magnification SEM confirming high surface area
structure with the layers connected to each other.

For understanding the interface of graphene and h-BN, a detailed TEMinvestigation has been done. The low magnification bright field TEM micrographshown in Figure 2.19a shows a micron sized graphene sheet connected to anotherout of plane one. Both the sheets have the same order of size. . The selected arediffraction covering the entire region shows single diffraction for graphene and
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multiple diffraction patterns for h-BN (shown as inset). Figure 2.19b shows highangular dark field image of the region of graphene sheets getting attached to multilayered h-BN. It is important to note that h-BN layers are connected to each otherand acts as a connector. In order to understand the role of h-BN in structuralstability of graphene low magnification bright field image in tilted condition hasbeen taken as shown in Figure 2.19. It clearly shows there is no bending or foldingof micron size graphene due to presence of h-BN. The image also shows thepresence of h-BN at the edge of the graphene sheet does not allow it to fold orcrumble.

Figure 2.19 TEM investigation of GO-0.25BN after reduction (a) Bright field TEM
micrograph showing two layers with diffraction pattern as inset. (b) HADDF image

of the 2D layer (c) Bright field image of single sheet embedded with hBN.

The interface of the graphene and h-BN is further investigated using HRTEMshown in Figure 2.20. The inset shows HRETM of the region and interface ofgraphene and h-BN. The noise filtered image of the interface shows clear matchingof lattice with few dislocations in graphene sheet near the interface. The hexagonal
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lattice of graphene and h-BN can be clearly seen in the HRTEM without any majordefect or void.

Figure 2.20 HRTEM of GO-0.25BN after thermal reduction.

2.4.3. Mechanical Characterization

The in-situ stiffness measurement during heating was performed using DMA.The reduced GO-0.25BN at 200C/min and held at specific temperature for 30min.The stiffness variation with temperature is shown in Figure 2.21. It clearly revealsthere is no major change in stiffness due to reduction of GO to graphene. The sampleis strained at 10%, held for 30min and the stiffness is measured as shown in inset.Although the stiffness behavior remains the same, there is a slight decrease in thestiffness value. At constant strain, the stiffness of the 3D scaffold increases as afunction of time, due to its tendency to recover back to its original shape.
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Figure 2.21 Stiffness as a function of temperature of the materials. Inset showing
stiffness as a function of time before and after reduction.

The sample was then tested under different loading and unloading conditionas shown in Figure 2.22. Black solid line indicates the force that is ramped up anddown at constant rate. For a material showing good recovery, the stiffness curveshould show similar curve during loading and unloading. The blue solid lineshowing the loading and unloading behavior of the GO-0.25BN foam remains thesame. Hence we can conclude that the 3D porous structure is mechanically stableeven after reduction.
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Figure 2.22 Stiffness variation of the material under different loading and unloading
condition.

For monitoring if any structural change occurs when the foam getscompressed and coated onto substrate, the thermally reduced GO-0.25BN foam wasmixed with 1-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone and coated onto stainless steel substrate. This isa regular procedure used for preparing electrodes for supercapacitors and batteries.Pure GO foam (GO-0.0BN) was also coated similarly after thermal reduction. Whilethe structure of GO-0.0BN collapses almost entirely destroying the 3D structure,reduced GO-0.25BN still maintains the microstructure (Figure 2.23).
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Figure 2.23 SEM images after mixing with NMP and coating on stainless steel
electrode (a) collapsed structure of GO-0.0BN (b) layered structure of GO-0.25BN.

2.5. Discussion

The hydrogel/aerogel structures formed from graphene based materials thathave been previously reported have a highly open porous structure while the GO-BNfoam has macrolayers of conjoined GO sheets orderly stacked and an out of planedirected mesh completing the 3D framework. This new architecture and presence ofh-BN lead to significant enhancement in the mechanical stability. The role of h-BN inthe new structural formation was investigated by comparative study of GO only andGO-BN foam and it was found h-BN plays the pivotal role in the formation of 3Dlayered architecture. The TEM analysis and MD simulation results show the atomiclevel interactions between GO and h-BN aiding the formation of flat flexible layerswith minimal wrinkling and folding. A large in plane lateral stress is created by thehigh stiffness of h-BN which do not allow GO to bend. Since the sheets remain flat,there are increased van der Waals forces between similar sheets and due to the
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random dispersion in water they partially overlap and stack together that leads toformation of large layers. Moreover the presence of cross linkers further aids thebinding of the lateral sheets and also forms the 3D connection between the layers.The interactions between the electrostatic repulsions due to ionized carboxylic andphenol hydroxyl groups in GO and the van der Waals forces is believed to be formthe spacing between the layers. Comparative studies with GO only foam indicatedthat the sheets are wrinkled and they fail to form any large layers and results in anopen porous connection from the crosslinking by GAD and resorcinol. The SEM andTEM analysis of the foam shows there is no cracks in GO sheets present from thestrain induced during lyophilization due to the presence of multilayered h-BN on it.Any stress generated during the sudden cooling and freezedrying is transferredfrom GO sheet to h-BN sheet. The dislocation at the interface of GO and h-BNconfirms the above phenomena. MD simulation also confirms the difference in stressdistribution in the presence and absence of h-BN to be the reasons for structuralchange and is in agreement with the microscopy results. In GO sheets without any h-BN, there is a uniform stress distribution that causes crack initiation andpropagation while the complex stress distribution in GO with h-BN hinders crackgrowth. All these studies indicate the presence of h-BN leading to novel structuralassembly and the improved mechanical properties.

In summary, a unique reinforcement effect of h-BN was demonstrated andinvestigated in GO based ultra-low density 3D hybrids (256). Excellent elasticbehavior was demonstrated by the GO-BN foam up to a strain of ~40%. Themechanical stiffness was unchanged and the structural integrity was retained even
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at higher temperatures. The high mechanical and thermal stabilities of the foamovercome the major limitations associated with conventional nano-engineeredfoams. The simple processing and scalability of the foams enable developing them indesired shapes and sizes.
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Chapter 3

Graphene Oxide Free Standing Films

Graphene based free standing films or papers are in much demand in filters,electronics, supercapacitors, batteries and packaging (206, 257–260). Free standingpapers or films can be produced by the assembly of GO sheets from unidirectionalflow of solution (205). For exploiting the maximum potential of GO film, there is aneed for understanding the particulars of GO paper formation and assembly atnanoscale.  This allows the possibility of engineering them to adapt to the needs ofvarious applications. The chemical functional groups in the interlayer galleries andlarge interlayer spacing in graphene oxide give rise to very different mechanicalproperties compared to graphene (134, 160, 163, 261). Although theoreticalpredictions projected graphene to be the strongest material, the experimentalstudies in polycrystalline graphene shows brittle behavior with very limitedplasticity that hinders overall mechanical performance (262, 263). GO films areformed by 3D stacking of the 2D GO sheets. Previous mechanical studies on GO filmsshowed that its high stiffness is governed by interlayer spacing, bonding betweenlayers and layer uniformity (205, 264, 265). However there is limited work done to
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understand the fundamentals of the mechanical response of these complex layeredstructures. In particular, plasticity in GO films remains a highly unexplored area.Understanding the origin of plasticity in atomically thin layered materials isinteresting for fundamental understanding and for future applications of grapheneand other 2D materials.

3.1. Synthesis and materials characterization

3.1.1. GO film synthesis

GO was first prepared using improved Hummer’s method. 100 mg of GO wasdispersed in 10 ml of water and 20µL of GAD and 2mg of resorcinol was added to it.The solution was sonicated for 3 hours until there was no large GO residue left and ahomogeneous mixing was obtained. The solution was then filtered using Teflon.22µm pore sized filter paper. Once it is dried it can be peeled off from the filterpaper and stays as a free standing film. The synthesis process for preparing the GOfilm from GO dispersion is shown in Figure 3.1 . The shape and thickness of the filmis easily tunable using this synthesis method.

Figure 3.1 Schematic for GO film synthesis.
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3.1.2. Scanning and transmission electron microscopy

The digital image shown in Figure 3.2a clearly shows continuous film withoutany defects or voids. Figure 3.2b-d shows the morphology of the paper in differentmagnifications using scanning electron microscope (SEM).  The low magnificationSEM reaffirms the continuous morphology with no voids or segregation observed..The interconnection of GO sheets forming a film without any cracks and craters isevident from the high magnification SEM in Figure 3.2c. The cross-sectional view ofthe film obtained by 90 degree tilting of the film, shows stacking of several layers ofGO sheets ( Figure 3.2d) and the crosssection schematic is represented in Figure3.2e.

Figure 3.2 Morphology of GO paper (a) Digital image of the GO paper (3cm
diameter) (b-c) low magnification and high magnification  SEM  images

(respectively) showing uniform morphology of the film without any discontinuities
(d) Side view schematic of GO paper showing the layered structure  (e) schematic of

corresponding cross section SEM image.
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The presence of wrinkles in individual GO sheets due to the defects andfunctional groups along with the overlap of different sheets cause the ruggedsurface of the paper. The roughness of the surface of GO paper is analyzed usingAtomic Force Microscopy (AFM) as seen in Figure 3.3a-b. The low magnificationAFM image covering larger area shows continuous GO film with wrinkles havingsurface roughness of <2micrometre. The high magnification AFM image furtherconfirms the presence of wrinkles and absence of any void or segregation. Thesemicroscopic features either can be ether folding of single GO nanosheet or randomlayer by layer stacking of 2D GO sheets.

Figure 3.3 AFM surface analysis of GO film (a-b) Low magnification and high
magnification AFM images ( respectively) indicating wrinkles in the film due to

possible overlapping or folding but no discontinuities.In order to understand the microscopic features a detailed TransmissionElectron Microscopy (TEM) of initial GO sample and GO film has been performed.Figure 3.4a shows the image of initial GO used for preparing the film. In GO film, as
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seen in Figure 3.4b, multiple GO sheets are randomly stacked on top of each other.Figure 3.4b-d shows layers of GO sitting on top of each other slightly misoriented.This allows the sheets to overlap and form film covering large area.  The bright fieldTEM images also reveal that these GO sheets are stacked with interlocking structureof different sheets.

Figure 3.4 TEM observations of GO precursor and GO film (a) GO flake and the
size distribution shown in inlay for the initial GO precursor used (b-d) layers of GO
flakes stacked and overlapping on each other over large area in GO film ( red and

blue dotted lines show boundaries of different flakes).

3.1.3. Spectroscopy

The functional groups in GO such as hydroxyl, carboxyl and epoxide areobserved in the Fourier Transfer Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) of the GO paper(Figure 3.5a). It shows absorbance peaks at ~3400 cm-1 (O-H stretching vibrations),~2950 (C-H stretching vibrations), ~1720 cm-1 (C=O stretching vibrations), ~1210
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cm-1 (C-OH stretching vibrations) and ~1060 cm-1 (C-O stretching vibrations).Figure 3.5b shows the G band at 1600 cm-1 which arises from the sp2 hybridizedcarbon atoms and D band located at 1350 cm-1 is from the disorder created from thedifferent functional groups present in GO. It is similar to the Raman spectra of GO inprevious reports where there is increased relative intensity of D band along with Gband and D band broadening due to increased defects. X-ray photoelectronspectroscopy (XPS) analysis was used to determine detail surface characterizationof graphene oxide (GO) film and the spectra is shown in Figure 3.5c. The GO filmconsist of 65.9% C and 34.1% O atoms. The C1s core level of peak position of carbonatom is approximately at 285 eV.  In high-resolution XPS analysis, the C-C and C-Obonds are at 284.2 and 286.23 eV. The peak at 287.6 corresponds to C=O bonding.
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Figure 3.5 Spectroscopic characterization of GO paper. (a) Chemical bonds GO

paper were identified using FTIR and the functional groups in GO such as
hydroxyl, carboxyl and epoxide were observed. (b) Raman shows the G band at

1600 cm-1 which arises from the sp2 hybridized carbon atoms and D band located at
1350 cm-1 is from the disorder created from the different functional groups present

in GO.  (c) XPS analysis was used to determine detail surface characterization of
GO paper. It consists of 65.9% C and 34.1% O atoms. The C1s core level of peak

position of carbon atom is approximately at 285eV.  In high-resolution XPS
analysis, the C-C and C-O bonds are at 284.2 and 286.23eV. The peak at 287.6

corresponds to C=O bonding.

3.2. Mechanical Test

3.2.1. Tensile Test

The tensile test of GO paper was conducted using a Dynamic MechanicalAnalyzer (DMA). The specimens used were rectangular strips (L=50mm, W=4mm).The engineering stress vs. strain plots of controlled strain rate experiments((0.1%/s(ε1), 0.05%/s(ε2) and 0.01%/s(ε3)) are shown in Figure 3.6a. The tensilestrength shows significant strain rate dependency, decreasing from 85 MPa to 50MPa. Meanwhile, the fracture strain values show drastic increase, from 0.1 to 9%. Alow magnification representative image of brittle and ductile fracture of thespecimen is shown in Figure 3.6b and 3.6C respectively. The major difference inmorphology can be observed at subsurface (near to fracture surface). Low to highmagnification images shown in Figure 3.6d-f reveal the steps (deformation/slipbands) near fracture surface. An AFM topography image (Figure 3.5g) shows thatthe surface is rather rough, with step-like features. This suggests that thedeformation bands are caused by sliding of GO layers, as this would cause the
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appearance of step-like features, as schematically illustrated in Figure 2.4h. Finally,note that the length of total deformed region increases as we decrease strain rate, asshown in Figure 3.5i.

Figure 3.6 Mechanical response of GO paper. (a) Engineering stress Vs. Strain at
different strain rates 0.1% (ε1), 0.05% (ε2) and 0.01% (ε3) which shows increase in
plasticity as decreases of strain rate. Inset showing the setup and loading direction

of the GO paper. (b-c) lower magnification SEM images at two extreme strain rates
(ε1) and (ε3) respectively (d-f) higher magnification images having step like edges

indicating sliding of the GO platelets, (g) AFM scan of the fractured surface
confirming the bands from the sliding of GO layers. (h) The schematic showing the
steps. (i) The depth of the band from fracture surface for the three different strain

rate tests.
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Raman spectra taken before and after the mechanical test did not showchanges in the ID/IG ratio (Figure 3.7a), indicating that the tensile force did not leadto permanent stretching or plastic deformation of the individual GO sheets. The datapresented in blue in Figure 3.7b shows that the number of the bands increases asthe strain rate decreases. The aspect ratio height/length (h/L, see Figure 3.7c) of thedeformation band closest to the fracture surface in turn increases with increasingstrain rate. Figure 3.7d summarizes our experimental findings. At high strain rate,we observe lower number of bands with higher aspect ratio. As we decrease strainrate the length of band and aspect ratio increases.

Figure 3.7 Strain rate dependent plasticity. (a) Raman spectra before and after the
straining experiments. No visible changes are observed, suggesting no deformation

of individual GO flakes. (b) number of bands (blue) and aspect ratio (h/L) of
deformation band (red) as a function of the strain rate.

3.2.2. Bending test

In order to demonstrate the flexibility of the GO paper, manual bending atdifferent angles in both directions is performed as shown in Figure 3.8a. It does notshow any cracking or permanent deformation even after repeated trials. Aquantitative result on the flexibility of a submicron thick film was obtained by
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performing SEM in-situ bending test using Hysitron picoindenter (TI85). FFigure3.8b shows the GO paper which is fixed along one edge for picoindentationexperiments. The tip of the picoindenter touches the free end of the GO specimen asseen in Figure 3.8c. One end of the film is fixed with help of silver paste on a siliconwafer and a controlled force with a loading rate of 10 µN/sec is applied at the freestanding edge. The load vs depth of the bend test for two different loads (300µN and600µN) is shown in Figure 3.8d.The bending stiffness (K) is 143±20 N/m which iscalculated as load/deflection.
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Figure 3.8 Bending test of GO film that demonstrates flexible nature and

mechanical robustness (a) manual bending at different angles in both directions (b)
GO paper which is fixed along one edge for picoindentation experiments (c) tip of

the picoindenter touches the free end of the GO specimen (d-e) load vs depth of the
bend test for two different loads 300µN and 600µN, respectively.

3.3. Molecular Dynamics Simulation

To elucidate the origin of deformation bands as a function of strain rate fullyatomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were carried out. The simplifiedmodel consisted of stacked GO layers, subjected to different strain rates mimickingthe experimental loading conditions. Representative MD results for different strainrates are presented in Figure 3.9. For clarity three layers were used. The resultsshow that for the highest strain rate the load transfer from top layer to subsequentlayers is not significant, which results in sliding of the top layer. This stems from thefact that the upper layer is moving too fast. For the intermediate rate layer couplingwas observed which results in layers moving together, creating deformation bands.
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Figure 3.9 Deformation band formation. (a) Schematic model summarizing
experimental observations. (b) Representative snapshots from MD simulations for

three strain rate values ̇ = ̇ = ̇ = 20 Å/ps. The left side of the
bottom flake was fixed and the right side of the one on top was pulled.A better understanding of the deformation band dynamics can be obtainedfrom the analysis of interlayer force profiles between the top and middle layers. Forthat first interaction energy between the top and the adjacent sheets werecalculated. Figure 3.10a shows the variation of the interlayer force as a function ofthe top layer displacement, for cases representative of low and high strain rates.Details on the force calculations, as well as energy profiles, can be found in thesupplementary material. When strain rate is low/high (yellow/blue), interactionforces are higher/lower and layer coupling is more/less effective.  This behavior canbe explained by analyzing GO film conformations during the MD simulations. Figure3.9b shows representative snapshots for the low ( ̇ ) and high ( ̇ ) strain rates.For, ̇ , the layers have weak interactions, maintain their planar form and just thetop layer slides. On the other hand, for ̇ , a strong interaction (mainly coulumbic
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and van der Waals contributions) was observed giving rise to local deformationwhere the functional groups are present. Figure 3.10c shows the zoomed OH groupof the upper sheet interacting strongly with two epoxide groups present in thesubsequent sheet. Such strong interaction causes stick-slip like movement. Themacroscopic theory indicates there is a tendency for intermittent motion whenkinetic friction is less than the static friction (266, 267).

Other molecular investigations have been carried out to investigate itsatomistic origin. Nucleation and motion dislocations, elastic deformation of surfacelayers and hydrogen-hydrogen repulsive interactions for two passivated diamondsurfaces have led to stick-slip movement according to previous reports (266, 268,
269). Rather than repulsive, the stick-slip motion in GO film stems from attractiveinteraction between the functional groups. The transition from smooth sliding tostick-slip motion has also been previously reported.
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Figure 3.10 Plasticity mechanism using orce and conformation analysis. (a)
Variation of interlayer interaction force between top and adjacent layers as a

function of displacement, for low (yellow) and high (blue) strain rates. (b) Snapshots
from MD simulations for high and low strain rate conditions. The color in the

figures corresponds to the local charge value, which can be read from the scale bar
(c) Zoom in of a region in which the positive hydrogen of an OH functionality

interacts strongly with the negative charge of two epoxide functionalities.

3.4. Stability of GO films

The thermal stability of the paper was determined using thermo gravimetric

analysis (TGA). There is a gradual decrease in weight from 500C to 1000C which is from

the removal of water from the sample (Figure 3.11). There is a drastic drop in weight at
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2000C where GO paper starts decomposing. The trend is similar to what is observed in

GO powder. A burning experiment shows similar results (inlay of Figure 3.11). The GO

paper burns off completely after exposed to flame for few minutes.

Figure 3.11 TGA curve showing thermal  decomposition of GO film. The inlay
figure shows burning of GO film.

The stability of GO paper in water during stirring and ultrasonication was

observed. A small strip of GO paper was placed in a glass vial of water and stirred for an

hour. The paper was stable and did not disintegrate in water from the stirring. Although

individual GO sheets are hydrophilic and readily disperse in water, the strong physical

and chemical interaction between the sheets  in GO paper are strong enough to hold it

together by overcoming the external perturbance caused by stirring. However under

ultrasonication, these bonds are broken and GO paper quickly disintegrates and mixes in

the solution (Figure 3.12).
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Figure 3.12 Stability of GO film in water (a) under stirring the GO film stays intact
and do not mix with water (b) when ultra sonicated the attractive bonds in the film

are broken and they disintegrate to flakes and forms solution with water.

3.5. Applications

With the new era of flexible green electronics and devices, there is a need for

multifunctional mechanically robust materials with biodegradability and easy recycling

and recovering (270–272).  Recent reports show enormous e waste generation across the

world due to the short lifespan of electronic devices from the growing demand for more

efficient technologies (273, 274) . This poses serious environmental challenges due to the

emission of toxic gases from the complex chemical processes involved in e-waste

handling and recycling. This has generated huge demand for flexible materials in

electronics that are environmentally viable and do not require adverse chemical

processing. Carbon based materials such as graphene are highly preferred owing to its

exceptional mechanical and physical properties combined with biodegradability. Flexible,

free standing films and papers of graphene form an attractive choice for the next
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generation flexible and green electronics (275). The insulating GO papers can be an

effective separator in supercapacitors and batteries while in reduced from they can serve

as electrodes that are conducting. In order to explore the application of the GO paper in

flexible electronics, first of all the electrical resistance has measured. The GO paper was

electrically insulating as expected due to all the defects and functionalities. The resistance

was measured between different points on the paper and it was in the range of 75-90 MΩ

(Figure 3.13a). Since GO paper can be an ideal material for green electronics, its use in

printed circuit boards (PCBs) was tested by soldering a resistor to the paper using

commercial solder. The resistor was strongly held to the paper by the solder (Figure3.13b) which indicates GO paper has new potential avenue in electronics boards.

Figure 3.13 Testing GO film for electronics applications (a) GO film showing
insulating behavior with a measured high resistance of ~ 75MΩ (b) resistor soldered

to GO film.
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The contact angle measurement results for GO film in water and acidic media is

shown in Figure 3.14. The current GO paper shows hydrophobic nature with 35degree

and 55degree for water and acid. Such behavior of the GO film will enhance its

application in water and acid resistant flexible electronics applications.

Figure 3.14 Contact angle testing of GO film (a) contact angle of 35 degrees with
water (b) contact angle of 55 degrees with acid.

3.6. Discussion

Although the real material system that includes disorders and defects ismuch more complex, the simplified model is used to provide basic understanding ofthe experimental phenomenon observed. The classical plasticity in crystallinematerials is explained with the help of dislocation and twinning based models but innanoscale materials such as carbon nanotubes, they behave very differently. Theplasticity generated in nanolayered structure of GO architecture is similar tonaturally occurring layered material such as nacre shell.
In conclusion, the deformation mechanism in GO presents a unique stick-slipmobility mechanism due to the interacting molecular species attached to theshearing layers in the structure (276). Contrary to the easy cleavage leading tobrittle fracture in graphite, the functional groups present on the basal planes of GO,
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restricts easy cleavage and presents restricted mobility between layers. Theinterlayer interactions resulting from sliding basal plane layers with attachedmolecular groups results in stick-slip movement and the origin of plasticity in thematerial. Moreover, the origin of plasticity in GO is experimentally observed undertensile loading and is found to be dependent on the applied strain rate. Moleculardynamics simulations show that higher strain rates decrease interaction forcesbetween GO layers, resulting in brittle fracture. At lower strain rates, thefunctionalities of adjacent GO layers stick together, resulting in large interactionforces. Because of this, many of the GO flakes that compose the material are draggedas the external strain is applied, allowing the material to deform plastically andpresent high yield strain. This work has important implications in the mechanicalproperties of two dimensional layered materials and significant effect on tailoringthese materials for practical applications.
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Chapter 4

Graphene Oxide Epoxy

The growth in graphene research lead to popularity of GO as an efficientprecursor for preparing chemically derived graphene. Originally the majoradvantage of GO was that it is an efficient method for mass producing graphene bychemical reduction. However, GO by itself was found to demonstrate excitingproperties as a result of the structure and functional groups present. As mentionedin the previous chapters, GO has been explored and studied for its electrical, optical,biomedical and structural composite applications. The functional groups allow GO tobe dispersed in various solvents and increase interaction with various organic andinorganic compounds (140, 277–279). Since the presence of oxygen functionalgroups introduces sp3 hybridization into the sp2 hybridized graphene lattice, thatchanges the band structure of GO drastically. Hence selected removal of functionalgroups allows tailoring the electrical, optical and chemical properties of the material(164). The high surface area, excellent thermal and electrical conductivities andmechanical toughness of graphene and other carbon nanomaterials have resulted init being highly sought nanofiller for polymer composites (280–290). Nevertheless,
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the composite properties suffer from poor interface between the filler and thematrix. Using GO eliminates this issue to a large extent as the functional groups inGO can create strong interface with the matrix and can also lead to morehomogenous dispersion (291–294). The properties have been utilized in epoxycomposites as well where adding GO resulted in improved physical properties (295–
297). It is well known from Lerf and Klinowsky models and other models that GO isdecorated with hydroxyl and epoxy groups on basal planes and edges.  Although theepoxy groups have been used previously for creating better bonding with epoxymatrix, the possibility of replacing epoxy with GO has not been explored before tothe best of our knowledge. Epoxy ring groups in GO are formed by oxygen atomscovalently bonded to carbon atoms in graphene sheet. The low density of epoxygroups could be one reason why GO has not been used as epoxy but when reactedwith strong epoxy curing agents, it could crosslink the epoxy groups and form athermosetting resin. In this work, we combined GO with polymercaptan basedcuring agent and by providing thermal energy to the process it was possible tocreate a resin just from GO and curing agent without using the main epoxycomponent. Polymercaptan based curing agent has highly nucleophilic thiol (-SH)group that can open the epoxide functional groups and was selected forinvestigating the potential of crosslinking GO to form epoxy resin.

4.1. GO Epoxy synthesis

GO synthesized using improved Hummer’s method is finely powdered toensure fine mixing with epoxy curing agent (ECA). The brown colored GO and
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transparent ECA when combined in 1:10 weight ratio using mortar and pestle toform a highly viscous brown gel. The heating of the gel at 1200C results in acompletely cured solid as shown in Figure 4.1a and has been named GO-xy. Controlexperiments were conducted using pure ECA and ECA – Graphite mixture undersame physical conditions. While pure ECA resulted in a yellowy viscous flowy gelthat spread out, ECA- Graphite showed poor mixing and showed similar consistencyas the pure ECA sample. This indicates that it not the thermal curing of ECA alone orpresence of filler material that leads to the formation of the resin but the chemicalinteraction between GO and ECA that causes it. For bonding two surfaces, smallamount of GO-xy was applied to the area to be covered and kept in oven at 1200C forfew hours (Figure 4.1b).

Figure 4.1 Digital images of GO-xy (a) GO-xy samples prepared after curing GO
and polymercaptan hardener (b) GO-xy used for bonding different material

surfaces.

4.2. Optical and electron microscopy

For gaining insight to the changes occurring in the mixture that lead to theformation of the resin, a freshly mixed sample was heated and the evolution of the

ba
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blend was dynamically monitored using optical microscope. As the temperature wasincreased slowly, GO and ECA starts to coalesce after few minutes, indicating somechemical interaction between the two materials instigated by thermal energy. GO-xyat different stages was observed under optical microscope. At room temperature,GO is randomly distributed in ECA. As the temperature is increased GO sheets startsjoining together and at a temperature of 1200C GO is rather homogeneouslydistributed. The different stages of GO and ECA mixing at various temperatures isshown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 Dynamic monitoring of GO-ECA mixture under optical microscope for
various times.The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images show interconnectedstructure of GO and ECA with some agglomerates that could have generated fromnon-homogeneous mixing. The blending of GO with ECA happens only when
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annealed as SEM of the mixture at lower temperatures show islands of GO separatedfrom ECA (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3 SEM of GO-ECA mixture at different temperatures (a) Room
temperature (b) 500C (c) 1200C (d) high magnification image at 1200C.

4.3. Spectroscopy characterization

The functional groups in GO analyzed by FTIR are in well agreement withprevious literature reports. The presence of epoxide group was confirmed from theC-O stretching vibrations at ~1060 cm-1. Carboxylic group is seen at 1739 cm-1 (C=Ostretching vibrations) and hydroxyl at ~ 3357 cm-1. The other bonds present wereC-H stretching vibrations at ~2903 and C-OH stretching vibrations at ~1351cm-1.The FTIR spectra of ECA has a number of peaks from all the chemical bonds presentand there is a number of overlapping bonds with GO. The reacting group of ECAwhich is –SH is not known to have weak FTIR spectra and the band that is expected
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~ 2500cm-1 was absent in the data collected. FTIR of ECA alone heated at 1200Covernight and GO-xy were also recorded and due to the absence of –SH and thepresence of common chemical bonds it was not possible to extract information onthe chemical reaction using FTIR spectra recorded.

Figure 4.4 FTIR characterization of (a) pure GO (b) ECA (c) GO-xy (d) ECA
annealed.XPS analysis was conducted on the ECA and GO-xy samples (Figure 4.5). TheC1s core level of peak position of carbon atom is approximately at 285 eV. In high-resolution XPS analysis of ECA, the C=C and C=O bonds are at 286.84 and 286.20eV.The C-S peak is present at 285.11eV. The atomic percentage of carbon, oxygen andsulfur are 67.03, 27.66 and 2.30 respectively. The GO-xy sample also shows similarC=C, C=O and C-S peaks. The atomic percentage of carbon, oxygen and sulfur is

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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62.38, 35.38 and 2.24 respectively. The C1s XPS spectra of GO usually has C=Cbonds, C=O bonds from carbonyl groups and C-O from epoxy groups. However, InGO-xy there is no evident C-O peak from epoxy groups in GO which indicates theepoxy ring opening for reaction with ECA.

Figure 4.5 High resolution XPS C1s spectra of ECA and GO-xy samples. C=C and
C=O and C-S peaks are present at 286.84 and 286.20eVand 285.11eV for ECA and

at 283.70, 285.30 and 286.84 for GO-xy respectively.Solid state NMR (ssNMR) is a very effective tool for studying amorphousmaterial or materials lacking long-range order. It can be used to monitor changes inchemical moieties and changes in atomic level structural changes in range ofmolecules. For insoluble samples like GO, solid-state NMR has been used to identifythe presence of different functional groups and their relative distribution ingraphene layers. A comparative analysis of 13C NMR of GO and GO with hardener isconducted to study the proposed mechanism in the formation of resin that involvesopening of epoxy groups in GO to react with the mercaptan groups in the hardener.The NMR spectra for GO and GO-hardener cured samples are shown in Figure 4.6.Previous literature reports on 13C spectrum for GO indicate the resonance peaks

GO-xy
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observed in at ~ 60 ppm and 70 ppm corresponds to the carbon atoms connected tothe epoxy and hydroxyl functional groups. The peak at ~ 130 ppm arises from thesp2 carbon atoms. The GO-hardener spectrum shows complete disappearance of theC-O-C epoxy peak in GO and a shift of 6ppm to low field for the C-OH peak.  Theabsence of C-O-C peak in the GO- hardener sample is in well agreement with thehypothesis that the epoxy rings in GO are reacting with –SH groups in the hardener.An excess of hardener seems to be present in the sample as observed from the lowerintensity sp2 carbon peak. However the absence of C-O-C peak is not expected fromthe predominant effect of hardener. This is due to the high intensity of the peakobserved in GO sample and the absolute disappearance in the GO-hardener curedsample.
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Figure 4.6 13C NMR spectra of GO and GO-xy. GO shows resonance peaks at 60
ppm, 70 ppm and 130 ppm corresponding to the epoxy, hydroxyl and sp2 carbon

atoms. In GO-xy the epoxy peak at 60 ppm disappears and C-OH shows a shift of 6
ppm to the low field.

4.4. TGA/DSC

TGA and DSC are very effective tools in studying the curing kinetics ofpolymer based samples. GO and ECA were mixed well together and was immediatelyplaced in TGA alumina pan and the temperature was increased from roomtemperature to 2500C at a rate of 50C per minute under Ar atmosphere. Similarexperiment was done on GO and ECA control samples to identify the weight loss andheat flow of individual samples (Figure 4.7). There is initial exothermic peak for ECAthat could arise from initial reactions and the peak for GO is from the weight lossdue to removal of functional groups. A new exothermic peak which is not observedin GO or ECA samples is found in GO-ECA at 1500C. This is believed to be from thereaction between GO and ECA that is instigated by thermal energy. Although curingtemperature is at 1200C the fast heating rate may have led to the peak appearing ata higher temperature.
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Figure 4.7 TGA/DSC curve showing the weight loss pattern and exothermic peaks
under Ar (a) ECA showing steady weight loss from 100 to 2100C and sharp

exothermic peak in the beginning possible due to some initial reaction (b) GO
weight loss and exothermic peak corresponds to the removal of different functional
groups (c) GO-ECA sample shows exothermic peak at 1500C which is indicative of

reaction between GO and ECA.

4.5. Mechanical Characterization

It is important to understand the mechanical characteristics of GO-xy forthem to be applied in thermal applications. It is necessary for the sample tomaintain the mechanical stability at higher temperature and for testing this, insitutemperature controlled experiments were carried out in DMA where the GO-xycured sample was subjected to stiffness measurements when the temperature wasincreased from room temperature to 2500C ( Figure 4.8a). Increased temperature
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had no adverse effect on stiffness that emphasizes the temperature stability of thematerial. GO-xy is a resin that exhibits flexibility and its response to varying theforces were monitored using controlled force experiment. The force was firstincreased to 2N and held for 40 minutes followed by at 4N and 8N for the sameduration (Figure 4.8b). No deterioration in the stiffness response was monitored forGO-xy. Similar behavior was observed in load/unload experiments as well (Figure4.8c). To examine whether any evidence of curing can be obtained from themechanical characteristics, partially cured GO-ECA was placed inside thetemperature control chamber of DMA and when the temperature reached 1200C asmall rise in stiffness was observed which could be from the instigation of curingprocess in the sample (Figure 4.8d).
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Figure 4.8 DMA test results for GO-xy (a) stiffness of GO-xy stable when

temperature is increased (b) force first increased to 2N and held for 40 minutes
followed by at 4N and 8N for the same duration (c) load –unload experiment

showing resilience of GO-xy (d) partially cured GO-ECA was subjected to insitu
temperature increase  and a small rise in stiffness was observed at 1200C which

could be from the instigation of curing process in the sample.

The adhesive strength of the GO-xy on two glass surfaces was evaluated byperforming a lap shear test. For preparing samples, two glass slides were cleanedand GO mixed with ECA was applied to the bond area of overlap length 25mm andannealed at 1200C overnight. Control sample prepared using ECA was also annealedin similar conditions. The test was conducted using Instron Universal Test Machine.For the test, two ends of the glass specimen are held by the tensile grasps as shownin the inlay of Figure 4.9. Force was applied at a controlled rate until the bondingbetween the surfaces break.  An improvement in the adhesion strength and criticalload is observed in glass slides bonded using GO-xy sample compared to ECA. It isexpected that the bonding strength can be improved by ensuring homogeneousapplication of the GO-ECA mixture and preventing agglomerates that could havenegative effects on the interfacial contact between the surfaces.
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Figure 4.9 Load –Displacement curve from lap shear test for determining the
adhesive strength on glass surfaces bonded using (a) ECA (b) GO-xy . The critical

load and maximum displacement is improved in GO-xy compared to ECA. The
images of the specimen loaded in Instron is shown as inlay for ECA and GO-xy

samples in their respective load-displacement curves.

4.6. Application

A major application area for GO-xy is thermal interface materials (TIMs). Highthermal conductivity, easy application, void free contact and temperature stability are thekey requirements for TIMs. Conventional thermal greases, phase change materials and filledpolymers fail to meet all the requirements. Carbon nanotubes based TIMs have beenconsidered one of the best options owing to its extremely attractive physical properties.However transfer of CNTs to the surfaces to be joined is tedious and can result in highthermal contact resistance. Using CNTs as filler in polymer matrix is the other option butpoor dispersion still remains a challenge. The TIM proposed by the inventors uses twodimensional form of carbon or other materials that possess excellent thermal properties.Moreover it can be bulk produced and does not require strenuous transfer technique.  In
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our case study, GO acts as epoxy and simple mixing with hardener leads to the formation ofa thermally and mechanically stable adhesive between two solid surfaces. The possibility ofchemically crosslinking GO or other functionalized 2D material with polymer matrix has notbeen previously explored. The chemical bonds between GO and the hardener allows easyblending and curing at higher temperature provides the option of storing the mixture atroom temperature for long time before use which is again not an option in mostconventional TIMs.

4.7. Discussion

GO is considered an excellent filler material while preparing composites notjust because of the physical properties but also due to the ease of interaction it canhave with the matrix from the chemical moieties present in them. The abundance ofepoxy groups provides an option of using it as alternative choice for epoxy instandard two part epoxy system. In this work, GO was mixed with polymercaptanbased hardener which resulted in the formation of a resin when thermal energy wasprovided. Control experiments with graphite powder and reduced GO did not form aresin which confirms it is the functional groups in GO that instigates the reaction.Since the curing only occurs at high temperature it can be mixed and stored whichgives it a good shelf life and can effectively work as a one part epoxy. The NMR andDSC results indicate reaction occurring between GO and ECA. Improving synthesismethods where density of epoxy groups can be increased would provide morereactive sites and result in accelerated curing. The excellent thermal properties ofGO makes GO-xy a highly promising material for thermal management. The thermal
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conductivity, the good adhesion strength between different surfaces, the ease ofpreparation and application makes GO-ECA a very attractive choice for hightemperature stable thermally conducting epoxies.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

The unique physiochemical properties of graphene based materials have seta new direction for nanomaterials research. Although 2D structure of graphene ishighly suited for electronics applications, extending their use in energy storage,sensors, structural parts and biomedical applications require them to be assembledto 3D architecture. This can utilize the intrinsic properties of graphene and lead toadvanced functionalities from the assembly and morphology of the 3D structure.This thesis focused on using GO as the basic building block in creating and studyingdifferent 3D structures such as foam, film and composite. In preparing foam, the keyfinding was that incorporating another 2D material (h-BN in this case) led to theformation of a unique layered structure with greatly improved mechanical andthermal stabilities. The complex atomic layer interactions between differentmaterials lead to new structural formation and properties. The study can beextended to combining other 2D materials to GO towards specific applications. In GOfilm, a detailed mechanical study focused on the strain rate dependent plasticity wasconducted. The presence of functional groups in GO caused stick-slip motion that
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varied the plasticity of the film as a function of applied strain rate. Similar behaviorcan be expected in other layered materials if they can be effectively functionalized.The uniqueness in the way GO was used in composite was that here GO itself acts asepoxy and crosslinks with the hardener causing strong adhesion between surfaces.The high thermal conductivity of GO makes GO-xy a very useful material for thermalmanagement systems.

Although the studies discuss new directions in the area of graphene based 3Dstructures, it is also extremely important to bring precise control towards buildingnovel engineered materials.
5.1. Improving and optimizing three dimensional engineered

system

The rapid developments in the synthesis of graphene based materials anddesigning new structures from them have drastically increased their potential indirect applications. However controlled engineering to create macroscopicarchitectures still comes with its challenges. The large scale chemical synthesisprocessing techniques used for graphene and graphene oxide leads to a rather largesize distribution of individual sheets that introduces some level of randomness in3D structures created from them. There is a need to develop novel synthesismethods or modifying the existing techniques that can produce well definedindividual nanocomponents. It is equally important to ensure the structuralintegrity and stability of the material when it is extended to macroscale. The process
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used for this should have minimal effect on the overall properties. Introducingsevere defects and damaging the individual nanosheets can have adverse effects onthe advanced functionalities expected from the 3D system. In the case of foams,controlling the pore size and wall thickness for tailoring them to suit the applicationneed is a demanding task. The existing methods lyophilization and hydrothermalalthough proves to be advantageous for scalable synthesis, offers limited control onthe morphology of the final porous structure. There is possibility of tuning the poresize by controlling the freezing rate and concentration of the solution. Ice templatingis another method that can provide more precise control on the pore dimension anddistribution.

Since chemical approaches are gaining more popularity due to their costeffective nature and increased scalability, selective functionalization ofnanomaterials can have notable impact on their role as building blocks formacroscopic structures. For instance, selectively adding or increasing/decreasingdensities of certain chemical species in GO would allow better tailoring of structureand properties. This could be extended to other 2D materials as well that could helpin creating novel multifunctional 3D engineered materials for specific applications.
5.2. Understanding underlying phenomenon of 2D materials for

creating 3D structures

To build advanced functional 3D materials, it is extremely important tounderstand the fundamental phenomenon occurring in 2D materials. The complex
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properties at atomic level and the interactions when more than one material arepresent has tremendous impact on the structural formation and final properties ofthe system. For instance, the work discussed in chapter 2 has showed an entirelynew architecture formation when different 2D materials – GO and h-BN were mixedtogether. There was considerable improvement in the mechanical performance ofthe 3D material when compared to other chemically derived graphene 3Dstructures. Understanding the basic principles that govern the emergence of thisnew self-assembled arrangement provide a new direction into developingmultifunctional materials with superior physiochemical properties. Similarly,although GO papers has been made before, the detailed analysis of their mechanicalbehavior arising from the atomic level interlayer interactions and the strain ratedependent plasticity were not well studied before. Unraveling the reasons for thisbehavior can be expanded to other 2D materials and tailoring them to create theirmacroscopic engineered forms.
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